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ABSTRACT
FINDING RELEVANT PDF MEDICAL JOURNAL ARTICLES BY THE
CONTENT OF THEIR FIGURES AS WELL AS THEIR TEXT
Ammon Christiansen
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Master of Science
This work addresses the need for an alternative to keyword-based search for
sifting through large PDF medical journal article document collections for literature
review purposes. Despite users' best e orts to form precise and accurate queries,
it is often dicult to guess the right keywords to nd all the related articles while
nding a minimum number of unrelated ones. Failure during literature review to
nd relevant, related research results in wasted research time and e ort in addition
to missing signi cant work in the related area which could a ect the quality of the
research work being conducted.
The purpose of this work is to explore the bene ts of a retrieval system for
professional journal articles in PDF format that supports hybrid queries composed of
both text and images. PDF medical journal articles contain formatting and layout
information that imply the structure and organization of the document. They also
contain gures and tables rich with content and meaning. Stripping a PDF into \fulltext" for indexing purposes disregards these important features. The premise of this

work is that by using additional available text and image information, the quality of
retrieval should increase.
Speci cally, this work investigated the following: (1) what e ect the incorporation of a document's embedded gures into the query (in addition to its text)
has on retrieval performance (precision) compared to plain keyword-based search; (2)
how current text-based document-query similarity methods can be enhanced by using formatting and font-size information as a structure and organization model for a
PDF document; (3) whether to use the standard Euclidean distance function or the
matrix distance function for content-based image retrieval; (4) how to convert a PDF
into a structured, formatted, re owable XML representation given a pure-layout PDF
document; (5) what document views (such as a term frequency cloud, a document
outline, or a document's gures) would help users wade through search results to
quickly select those that are worth a closer look.
While the results of the experiments were unexpectedly worse than their baselines of comparison (see the conclusion for a summary), the experimental methods
are very valuable in showing others what directions have already been pursued and
why they did not work and what remaining problems need to be solved in order to
achieve the goal of improving literature review through use of a hybrid text and image
retrieval system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

According to Xiaofan Lin, Document Recognition and Retrieval (DRR) Program Committee and Session Chair of SPIE Conference on DRR 2005 and Conference
Co-chair of DRR 2006 and DRR 2007, \document-level structure understanding still
has much room to expand [and] document information retrieval also has many challenging research topics" [2].
The chosen direction for this thesis work was to start with time-proven text
and image retrieval engines and to produce a nal system that merged previous work
from both domains to form a hybrid (text and image) information retrieval system.
1.1 Motivation

Literature review helps scientists and researchers stay current on advancements in the eld, thus enabling them to base their decisions for the direction of
their future work on a complete and accurate view of state-of-the-art research. The
problem of information overload forces users to manually sift through hundreds if not
thousands of search engine hits to nd the truly relevant ones to read more carefully.
In applying information retrieval speci cally in the context of performing literature
review, the inability to nd relevant articles delays advancement and may mean years
of duplicated (wasted) time and e ort for researchers not aware of related or relevant
research.
Medical advancement is of great importance in the scienti c literature community because of the implications of breakthroughs and advancements as well as the
rate at which scholarly literature is published. Delays in medical research come at
the cost of lives being cut short or not lived at the same level of happiness (AIDS,
1

cancer, arthritis, and depression, for example). Delays in other disciplines will also
have negative consequences, but these delays are not as critical in that they don't
prevent advancements that may save more human lives.
Keyword-based query engines have improved over time with the use of stemming, synonym matching using thesauri, inexact string matching, citation/link analysis, and probabilistic and fuzzy set alternatives to the traditional vector space model,
but they still leave much to be desired. A problem with keyword-based search engines
is nding the right set of keywords to nd exactly what you are looking for, without
leaving out relevant results or adding irrelevant results.
Keyword-based search engines seem to provide such good results because in
most cases any of a number of sources would serve the information need adequately
well due to the repetition and redundancy of information on the web. Reviewers of
conference and journal articles reject repeated publication of the same previous work,
provided they are aware of the existence of the previous work.
Multimedia search is di erent since there is often not metadata to search. If
there is metadata, the words di erent people use to describe their interpretation of
the same multimedia object could be di erent, meaning that the query term and the
index term are di erent enough to render the index term useless. With the growing
size of current multimedia collections, expert tagging is a time-consuming, expensive, and probably impossible task. Since multimedia elements cannot be searched
e ectively by keywords, relevance feedback is used instead as a means of letting the
user distinguish relevant multimedia object from irrelevant ones for the system. The
user's feedback judgments allow the system to perform most of the ltering by deciding which images are similar to the query images and which ones are dissimilar.
Relevance feedback (RF) allows the user to be involved and to provide expert judgment in the form of a new image query or relevance feedback while still letting the
computer perform the bulk of the ltering work.
PDF journal articles contain many valuable non-keyword features such as
structure and formatting information as well as embedded gures. Most current
algorithms strip a PDF of this information and only use the leftover \full-text" for
2

indexing purposes, disregarding these other important features. Can this extra content be used advantageously to ght information overload and allow faster query
convergence on relevant results? Exploration of the viability of content-based document retrieval (CBDR), which is new in this thesis work, as an improved version
of standard text-based retrieval systems through implementation and evaluation was
the purpose of this thesis work. First related work is presented to give a starting
platform on which to build and improve. CBDR aims to incorporate all the information in PDF articles (text including font size, formatting, and inferred structure
as well as gure images and their associated captions) into a uni ed retrieval system
which is an improvement over standard tf-idf-based text IR. The tf-idf model is a
model of term importance based on the frequency of a term in each document (tf)
balanced with its power to di erentiate one document from another in the collection
(the inverse document frequency or idf), which is detailed in chapter 3.
1.2 Related Work

This research uses as much knowledge as possible from previous work in the areas of query by (multiple) examples, relevance feedback, text-based retrieval, contentbased image retrieval (CBIR), document understanding, and document structure inference from document layout analysis.
Since the work focuses on PDF articles, a review of previous work related to
analysis of document formatting and structure then follow, including discussion of
the diculties inherent to PDF being strictly a layout-only format.
In order to implement a new retrieval system for PDF medical journal article
that is an improvement over today's best text-based keyword search retrieval systems,
awareness of the progress in text-based retrieval in its various forms (keyword search,
relevance feedback, clustering, and citation analysis) was necessary.
Since the goal of building a hybrid (text and image) retrieval system involves extract gures from the articles, a discussion of the state-of-the-art methods
in content-based image retrieval is included.
3

1.2.1 PDF Information Extraction and Document Understanding

The contents of PDF documents are stored in layout format, character by
character. Even the correct grouping of characters into words must be inferred.
The following related papers address the issue of extracting valuable text information from the PDF in a way that location on the page (layout information) as well
as font size and formatting are not lost in the conversion from PDF to a structured
XML equivalent. Xed [3] and its follow-on [4] address PDF document layout analysis
for inference of reading order and conversion to structured XML. They realize along
with this work the need to use this extra structural information for indexing PDF
documents for improved retrieval due to better weighting of more important sections
and text. They present results on inferring textual reading order of a French newspaper where di erent sections are separated by horizontal and vertical lines. This
thesis work must detect column boundaries that are not simply separated by a line
but instead just by whitespace and text alignment to the left column boundary.
They considered PDFBox, a Java tool for PDF information extraction, as
well as a couple other options and ended up using PDFBox. The use of pdftohtml
(http://pdftohtml.sourceforge.net) is an option they did not consider, perhaps due to
them not nding it when searching the web for tools or perhaps because it did not
produce valid XML output at the time. They realized, as this project also does, that
text is made bold or larger in order to communicate its increased importance and
to set it apart as a title, section or subsection heading, abstract delimiter, or gure
caption marker. The way this information is used in this work is discussed in section
3.1.
Current diculties in extracting meaningful information from PDFs include
table extraction and mathematical equation extraction. CambridgeDocs [5], a commercial PDF solutions company, discusses the diculty of extracting table data due
to its complex structure variations. Tables have varied form depending on the way
it makes sense to display the data, so it is hard to recreate their information in a
structured format.
4

Reference [6] struggles to extract math equations well since math equations
are reduced to special characters each with their own positioning directives. The
relationship of any one character given its location relative to another can only be
guessed, making them hard to reconstruct correctly. Granted, simple subscripts and
superscripts can probably be safely inferred from the layout information, but matrices,
vectors, di erential equations, and other advanced calculus constructs become more
and more complicated to interpret, making the problem of interpreting layout math
formulas from a document in such a way as to recreate the equation in XML format
a very dicult problem. This work recognizes does not attempt to venture into the
very specialized area of understanding math equations from layout documents. As
that research area makes improvements, their ndings can be merged into the system
developed in this work.
1.2.2 Text-based Information Retrieval

Stemming overcomes the problem where the query contains a di erent form
of a word in a document causing the document to not match the query and not be
retrieved. Stemming reduces multiple words that have the same base (or stem) to
one stemmed version making a search for \roses" also match \rose" [7]. The Porter
stemming algorithm is almost always used in the text retrieval literature. Without
using a huge mapping table to map every form of a word to its actual stem and
instead using a rule-based method like Porter's algorithm, stemming is still imperfect
and not a complete solution for text query processing. Incorrect stemming of two
forms of the same word could cause them not to match if exact string matching is
used. This thesis work adopts the Porter stemming algorithm in order to map query
words to their stems for comparison with the index of pre-stemmed words created
during a long, compute-intensive preprocessing step.
Partial string matching is an alternative that trades o tolerance of a few
characters being di erent or missing between two strings for increased computational
overhead in their comparison. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) errors (which
still are an issue even with recent digital text PDFs with good PDF extraction tools),
5

di erent word spellings, and compound words make retrieval methods based on exact
string matching very unrobust. Partial string matching helps to solve the problem; at
least ve partial string matching algorithms are discussed in detail and are compared
on common ground in the high quality work done in Reference [8]. The edit distance
method of partial string matching was decided upon for use in this this work but has
not yet been integrated into the system.
But what if two words have the same meaning (synonyms) but do not match
even when using partial string matching methods? Thesaurus methods have been
studied in the literature in order to resolve this issue by bridging the gap between
string matching and concept matching. Thesaurus information has also been utilized
to translate words in documents into concept hierarchies [9] in an attempt to understand what a document is
instead of modeling what a document is about by the
frequency of occurrence of its terms like tf-idf [10] (term frequency-inverse document
frequency) does. The tf-idf text weighting scheme is explained and given explicitly in
equation form later in this thesis.
The next technique commonly used by text-based retrieval is automatic query
expansion, which is the process of assuming that highly ranked terms in relevant
documents and documents very similar to relevant documents can be safely added
to the query keywords. WordNet and Roget's thesaurus in addition to corpus-based
thesauri (all automatic query expansion techniques) are studied in [11] and [12]. Thesaurus expansion of query terms has not been implemented in this thesis work, but
the WordNet thesaurus is available and open source. Extra text retrieval plugins
like a thesaurus were not included since the goal of this work was to combine text
and image retrieval and measure the impact of the image portion on the overall retrieval quality, not to create a system that implemented all possible enhancements to
text-based retrieval.
about

Citation Analysis

Co-citation [7] is another means of document similarity measurement (which
can be used together with tf-idf) which operates under the assumption that similar
6

research cites the same references or related references. Reference [13] further argues
that link-based web retrieval makes content virtually useless. Current link-based
search engines like Google also must use keywords for retrieval; the link information
is just used to rank the results after using the keywords for ltering. Because current
research uses previous work as a springboard upon which to improve, citation analysis
is frequently used for ranking purposes in online professional journal searches (not
to mention Google PageRank or its speci c literature review version Google Scholar
(http://scholar.google.com), ACM's citation database (http://portal.acm.org), and
CiteSeer (http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu)). Citation analysis is very important in both
(1) understanding relationships between published work and (2) ranking search results. Citation analysis requires that the text extracted from the PDF be in reading
order despite the two-column nature of the published PDF articles. Without column
detection, the top line of the rst column would be followed by the top line of the
second column (reading straight across) instead of being followed by the next line
down in the rst column. In section 2.4.2, a discussion of the challenges and the
method of recovering the reading order of a pure layout document is included.
1.2.3 Content-based Image and Video Retrieval

Content-based image retrieval is the method by which various computer-readable
aspects of the actual content of images (such as texture or color) are used to decide
image similarity instead of deciding image similarity by the similarity of the metadata
assigned to them (if any is even available).
Why Not Use Tags or Metadata?

It seems like it should be good enough to search for images using keywords.
It is possible, but it is less e ective than searching for images given their content.
CBIR uses image descriptors (features) instead of relying on associated metadata
and text search for several reasons: First, images are produced at such a rapid rate,
not to mention all the images produced in the past, that it would take huge amounts
of manual e ort to assign them all keywords. Most existing images do not have
7

associated metadata at all. Second, images, like art, are quite subjectively interpreted.
Two di erent people may assign di erent keywords to the same image. The person
querying for the image might use di erent keywords to describe it than did the person
that assigned it certain descriptive keywords. Third, all images that have not yet been
manually indexed are unsearchable. CBIR solves these problems by using the images'
content as grounds for comparison/similarity computation instead of using metadata.
This thesis work uses CBIR in order to retrieve documents with similar image content,
thus forming the image part of the hybrid text and image retrieval system.
The Semantic Gap

Although an image's features are better at describing an image's content than
metadata is, they are still low-level computer-readable properties of the image which
fall very short of the object recognition ability of the the human brain. Since contentbased image retrieval is a subsystem of the system developed for this thesis work, it
is important to understand the limitations of content-based image retrieval. The
low-level computer-readable properties of image content, called features, are vague,
global properties of the entire image. Humans recognize local portions of the image
as objects and can identify them. The gap between what a computer can understand
about an image (global, low-level features) and what a human can identify in an
image (local, high-level objects) is called the semantic gap. A human can identify
objects and thus associate the image with the semantic information of the objects
therein. This gap between human and computer understanding is duly named the
semantic gap and is still an issue being researched. Computers can store values that
describe the image's general features like texture (by using Wavelet decomposition to
obtain texture information at various resolutions), color histogram/distribution, and
any other features of interest that have discriminatory value between images.
For a general purpose CBIR system to work like a human does, the image really
needs to be interpreted by separating it into its objects instead of global low-level
features, which is exactly what the next related piece of work addresses. Reference
[14] investigates a completely new avenue in CBIR feature extraction. Instead of
8

taking the image as a whole and extracting features from it as if it were one object
instead of a scene, they discuss using image segmentation techniques to split the
image into various parts and then cluster the segments together to form what they
call \visual keywords", each of which is described by its own feature vector. This
idea is leaps and bounds closer to the way humans do object recognition than is a
single feature vector for the entire image. This idea is revolutionary and will make
great progress on closing the semantic gap and bringing the feature space imagined
by the user closer to the feature space used by the machine. Of course there is much
work to do to expand on this initial idea, but the intuitiveness of the model is striking
and quite impressive. Robust image segmentation on real images still faces dicult
challenges and is still being actively researched. Also, the idea is still in the early
stages, and proof of concept needs to be demonstrated. Since this advanced method
is not yet a reliable base, feature extraction in this thesis work is based on the entire
image. This work's image feature extraction was performed using the program written
in Reference [14].
1.2.4 Query Processing

The intuition behind how the query is interpreted (and converted into the
same format as the data model) and processed is as important as how the data is
modeled. Both play a huge role in the system's quality.
Queries (whether composed of images and text or both) are most often modeled using the vector model, where \feature vectors" then describe the query and the
collection's documents/images so the query and an element of the collection (document/image) can be compared with each other through a vector comparison. This
can be thought of in terms of a vector space (Rn), where n is the length of the feature
vector. Di erent distance metrics are used to compute the distance between any two
points in the vector space in order to rank results.

9

The Need for User Relevance Feedback (RF) in CBIR

RF is currently used in image and multimedia retrieval where textual descriptions are not able to fully capture the content and meaning of the image or when text
descriptors are not available at all, which is often the case. In contrast to keyword
search, which is re ned by starting the system over with a new query (which may or
may not contain parts of the original query), relevance feedback seeks to learn the
user's preferences as far as what kind of images he or she is looking for as positive
and negative examples are provided. Positive examples are examples that are representative of the kind of image the user is looking for, and negative examples are the
opposite. Since there are no keywords involved in CBIR and inevitably the system
will not always meet the user's information need right away, query re nement naturally relies on relevance feedback as the user can't just type in di erent descriptive
words but must instead communicate with the system through positive and negative
example image feedback. Fewer and fewer feedback iterations are required in order
to converge on satisfying results if the system improves the results more and more
after each feedback iteration. Less user involvement time is required for less feedback
iterations, a very desirable trait for users not used to feedback iterations for query
answering.
Relevance feedback would be necessary to re ne the gure image portion of
the combined CBDR system. The text part of the system could be relevance feedback
as well, but the best option is probably to suggest keywords to add or remove from
the query as well as give the user full ability to modify the query terms as he or she
is used to, so the user is fully aware and in control of his or her interactions with the
system.
Reference [15] compares their CBIR algorithm with others from the literature
and concludes that eciency and subjective quality can go hand in hand. Viper [16]
is an online example of a CBIR system with good image similarity detection. (It
is available for a demo at http://viper.unige.ch/research/cguide/demo/). It extracts
features from each image and clusters images according to their similarity quite well.
10

Query by [multiple] example(s) has been done in text-based systems [1] as well as in
content-based image [17] and video [18] retrieval. This work incorporates the ndings
of these previous works in that it allows multiple example queries and that it uses
RF to re ne the image query.
Reference [19] discusses clustering and content-based image retrieval. Clustering is essentially the same as retrieval except that the comparisons are document to
document instead of document to query and that retrieval answers one query while
clustering groups elements with other similar elements for all elements in the collection. Clustering is also used as a preprocessing step to group documents on a given
topic in order to limit the comparison of a query to comparison with a few clusters
instead of comparison with all the documents in a huge collection. Since the number of images is not so large as to cause the system to take more than a second to
compare a query to all images in the collection, clustering is not performed in this
thesis work. But in order for the system in this work to scale to the size of PubMed
(http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov) for example, clustering might be necessary.
Another very important contribution from Reference [20] is that, during relevance feedback, the positive example images may each contain an object or quality
desired in relevant results while the rest of the image may not matter and may vary
considerably. But the user must make a relevance judgement on the image as a whole
as features are extracted for the image as a whole. Most relevance feedback and
query-by-example systems assume that the optimal query point ~q is the weighted
average of all the example images' feature vectors. This often results in retrieving
images whose feature vectors are closest to the average but that have none of the
high-level features which the user intended to communicate through his or her feedback. Researchers from Reference [20] solve the problem by clustering the examples
into disjunctive groups and using the cluster centers of these groups as individual
queries (they call this a multi-point query). These queries are then processed and
their results combined. The idea makes a lot of sense, so it is not surprising that
their experimental results are quite impressive. They achieve improvements of at
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least 20% in both recall and precision compared to query expansion and query point
movement (weighted averaging of query parts) approaches.
Another issue explored in the RF literature is whether to combine all feedback
into one ideal query or whether to issue separate queries for each item of feedback
and then combine the results [17]. Reference [17] found that the retrieval e ectiveness
improved signi cantly by using two examples as the query rather than just one, but
that using more examples than two wasn't worth the e ort for the small improvements
it made. This thesis work adopts a multi-point query approach which allows for
multiple query examples where each example is issued as a separate query and where
each example contributes to the nal retrieval ranking, the details for which are
described later in this thesis.
Reference [20] makes some very intuitive observations. They rst say that
the feature space used by the system and the feature space considered by the user
are often quite di erent. This is another way of expressing the semantic gap idea
discussed previously: the fact that the system's feature space relies on low-level image
features whereas the user's feature space relies on high-level object recognition using
the human brain. Their second point is that the distance function being used by
the system and the hidden distance function being considered by the user are often
quite di erent as well. Mindreader [1] claims that it can read the user's mind and
guess the hidden distance function that the user bases decisions on. Assuming this
to be possible, this would mean that the only gap between the system and the user
understanding one another would be the feature space that a human thinks in and
the distance function that the computer thinks in.
Previous work also investigates incremental RF methods for automatic query
reformulation [21] in order to minimize recomputation of many of the same things
iteration to iteration. One incremental RF method uses the current query at a given
RF iteration as a summary of all previous iterations (essentially a rst order Markov
model). The assumption is that the user's most recent query most precisely de nes
their information need [22]. While the Markov model approach's assumption that
the most recent query most precisely de ned the information need simpli es the
12

amount of information the system has to remember, it is not accurate. Preliminary
experiments on keyword search in this thesis work revealed that when keyword search
queries were issued and the previous query information was discarded that the system
performance was quite poor. This was due to the broad subject terms in the initial
query and subsequent re nements thereof being discarded. Hence, this work does not
adopt the Markov model method.
Since query examples (negative and positive) can lie anywhere in the vector
space, if all query examples are composed using a weighted average into a single ideal
query vector using a weight of 1 for positive examples and -1 for negative examples
and since negative examples can be very distant from positive examples in the vector
space, negative examples in a query can send the average \ideal" query o into \outer
space" in the vector space relative to where the center of the positive examples says
it should be. Negative feedback from \outer space" in the vector space can ruin the
query results by moving the query very far away from where it really should be. This
thesis work recognizes this threat and develops a parallel-issue methodology for the
query parts to avoid this issue.
Reference [23] discusses how clamping can be used to bound the e ect of negative examples on moving the query center. They post improvements of up to 30% and
say that users are satis ed with the results after only 3 feedback iterations. They also
point out that their results show that the information gain in their relevance feedback
system seems to saturate after 5 iterations, which means that after 5 iterations, there
are already so many examples with feedback weights that more do not change the
query center enough to change the query results much at all. This work involves a
hybrid keyword search system (which does not use RF but instead modi cation of
the initial query and reissue). Since this thesis work is not based entirely on RF, this
RF-speci c query enhancement is not used.
Reference [24] realizes that after multiple documents are fed back into the
system, it is possible and actually quite probable that contradictory information will
be seen by the system on various di erent features. A solution is o ered to deal
with ambiguous (contradictory) feedback. Instead of taking a weighted average of
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examples, which may actually end up cancelling the features the user is really looking
for, their work speci cally detects this \cancellation" and nds clustered (closeby)
query examples and sends a separate query for each. Then they merge the results
from each query to provide the nal set of results. A sample image from each query
from each cluster of query examples is provided to the user for feedback, which proves
to be more accurate than providing results close to the average of all the query
examples/feedback images. The idea of recognizing contradictory feedback and asking
the user to help sort out the ambiguity for the system is quite brilliant. While
this feature was left out due to time constraints, it could prove quite bene cial for
enhancements by future work to the image search portion of this work.
Matrix and Euclidean Distance Function Comparison

Reference [1] points out that query reweighting (deciding what relative weights
to give each element of the query) and query recentering (weighted averaging of the
query parts, as discussed before), two ways to optimize relevance feedback algorithms,
are independent optimizations, meaning that they can both be used in parallel to
achieve a better query accuracy. Reference [1]'s main contribution, however, is its
proposal of a new,
technique. The authors of Mindreader [1] show that
their results are optimal in that that the Euclidean distance (both weighted and
unweighted) as well as the standard deviation method [25] are special cases of the
general ellipsoid (matrix) distance function. They prove it to be optimal through a
minimization problem solved using Lagrange multipliers with accompanying mathematical proofs. They show that several published and well-regarded ideas in CBIR
are actually special cases of their matrix distance function, for example the standard
deviation method [25] of assigning the weights , , and . The standard deviation
method results from the statistics of the covariance matrix. If the covariance matrix is
diagonal (mutual independence assumption), then its inverse is simply f 1 g because
the covariance matrix's diagonal contains fi2g along the diagonal.
One important nd from Mindreader [1] is that Rocchio's formula is a special
case of the general ellipsoid (matrix) distance function where all feature vectors are
optimal

2
i
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assumed to be mutually independent, meaning that the covariance matrix is purely
diagonal just like the standard deviation method just described. Rocchio's relevance
feedback formula [26] is
Q1 = Q0 + P + N;
(1.1)
where Q0 is the initial (or previous iteration) query and P and N stand for the
weighted average of positive and negative feedback, respectively. The general ellipsoid
distance function doesn't make the feature mutual independence assumption and thus
maintains the cross-correlation information among features.
Mindreader also points out that since its inputs are a set of feature vectors
with weights that it is not limited to only relevance feedback systems. It could be
used in text-based IR as well as multimedia IR for standard keyword queries, query
by [multiple] example(s), or relevance feedback. It is a replacement for the Rocchio
[26] relevance feedback algorithm since instead of having to choose the values for ,
, and that they are built in to the distance matrix.
What the authors of Mindreader [1] did not mention, however, is how much
compute time their algorithm takes compared to other distance functions. As image
database sizes get larger and larger, computational cost and memory management
become even more of an issue, especially for a web-based information retrieval server
that is expected to answer many queries every second.
The mathematical solution derived in Mindreader (Reference [1]) for the optimal distance matrix based on the feature covariance matrix sounds attractive, but
it su ers from a fatal aw, overlooking the numerical instability of the singular value
decomposition (SVD) method as a matrix pseudoinverse for low rank matrices. The
fact of the matter is that unless there are more example/feedback images than there
are feature values in the feature vector, the covariance matrix is singular, and SVD
is required to obtain the inverse in order to compute the distance matrix. The system implemented for this thesis work used feature vectors of length 190. It is highly
unlikely that any user will ever have patience or time enough to participate in a user
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feedback session in which he provides over 190 feedback examples. In short, there
isn't enough information available to compute an accurate distance function.
In order to verify their claims, this work implemented a CBIR system to
evaluate how much better the \optimal" matrix distance function would perform
than the Euclidean distance function and how much extra computational time that
would take. The surprise was that the Euclidean distance function outperformed the
matrix distance function in quality in the vast majority of cases (between 63% and
85% of the time). Also, the matrix distance function takes a prohibitive amount of
time (average query processing latency of 4.4 s) making it not feasible for use in an
online retrieval system. Euclidean distance query response times were sub-second.
Complete details of this experiment can be found in section 4.1.
Reference [20] cites four papers on CBIR systems using the full covariance
matrix for distance calculations. It also cites one paper that says that regularization
parameters should be added along the diagonal of the sample covariance matrix before
inversion so that the inversion can take place on a non-ill-conditioned matrix, which
supports this thesis work's later claim that the SVD does not work well due to the
ill-conditioned covariance matrix, making it ine ective in practice.
Other researchers also conclude that the matrix distance function is not e ective in practice. Reference [27] cites Mindreader [1] and compares their work with
the Mindreader method too. Their results show Mindreader to be inferior (like this
thesis work's do later). They believe that Mindreader works well only in the case that
the number of example images exceeds the feature vector size. In this thesis work,
that would mean that the amount of feedback and initial examples combined would
have to exceed 190, which is highly unlikely to ever happen. This work supports the
thinking that the Matrix distance function may still be optimal in theory but that, in
practice, (1) the covariance matrix cannot be e ectively estimated with so little data
[27] and, consequently, (2) SVD is not really an accurate enough alternative to the
actual matrix inverse in order to compute the distance matrix. For these reasons, this
thesis work uses the Euclidean distance function for image comparison and similarity
instead of the matrix distance function.
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Relevance Feedback in Text-based Retrieval

Since this thesis work aimed to implement a combined text and image retrieval
system and image queries are best re ned using RF, the literature on relevance feedback in text-based retrieval was surveyed in order to come to a conclusion on whether
keyword-based search or RF should be used for the text portion of the system.
The use of relevance feedback in text-based retrieval is not new, just uncommon now due to the success of decades of research e orts focused on keyword-based
search. Term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-idf) ideas are the basis
of text indexing. They are introduced in [10]. RF has been shown e ective as a textbased retrieval method, and several RF algorithms are compared in [28]. A short
survey was conducted to nd the best relevance feedback algorithm for web search by
Microsoft researchers using the MSN search engine. They surveyed three algorithms
including a Bayesian learning algorithm and the Rocchio algorithm. They found the
Bayesian algorithm to be the best with Rocchio being next best by a small margin
[28]. Reference [29] studies the nature and variants of relevance feedback and provides
quite an extensive literature review with intelligent, informed discussion. RF using
inference networks [30] has been reported as a possible implementation of a speci c
RF algorithm. A very clear explanation of the Rocchio relevance feedback algorithm,
a commonly used RF formula, is provided in [22]. Salton's work has been done in
optimizing relevance feedback weights [31] based on Rocchio's algorithm.
Automatic query expansion, which means that the system automatically adds
query terms that are common to documents similar to those in the query (or, in the
image case, adds feature vectors of images that are similar to query images), is often
applied in RF-based systems to more quickly converge on relevant results. RF methods using summarization techniques for term selection for automatic query expansion
[32] are more e ective than using the document as a whole. Work in Reference [33]
reports on the bene ts of query expansion compared to query reweighting. Automatic
query expansion is not used in this work. Query reweighting depends on the feedback collecting during RF iterations with the user. These query expansion techniques
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would be best put to work by future work that would use these methods to suggest
that additional words be added to the query or that an additional image be added
to the query. But it is only a system suggestion, so the user has full control over the
exact query he or she issues.
CBIR can be used in conjunction with text-based retrieval on image captions.
Reference [34] shows how to e ectively propagate index terms from images that have
already been annotated with keywords to those that do not have metadata based
on their content-based similarities. Reference [35] is continued work on progagation
within an image-caption sematnic network. It focuses on automatic query expansion
using captions if image content is suciently similar or using additional image content
feature vectors if the caption keywords are suciently similar. From the results of the
work in this thesis, assuming semantic similarity of images based on low-level feature
similarity is a mistake and may do more harm than good because similar types of
images may be about separate topics altogether, as is discussed later in this thesis.
Query expansion based on similar caption text is based on more solid premises, but
since this fact was not discovered until experiments for this work were completed, it
is left for future work.
1.2.5 Literature Review via Figures

In work done on biological articles in Reference [36], an biologist said that
promising, quality papers can be sifted from the rest by looking at the gures in the
document showing photos of experimental results. They sought to match the gures
in a document with their captions so that the documents could be searched based
on their captions. They had trouble matching the captions to the gures because
the tools they used extracted many non- gure images per document. This thesis
work also su ers from the proglem of images being extracted in many small parts (or
blocks). The main di erence is that this work investigates the use of the gure image
content for search instead of the caption text.
In other related work by the same author, the gures were classi ed as either
computer-generated graphics (diagrams, for example) or experimental result pho18

tographs automatically using a machine learning algorithm [37] by using di erent
image features with over 94% accuracy. Classifying images into only two categories
(where random categorization would yield 50% accuracy by itself), where images are
inherently di erent in both high-level content and low-level image features, is overly
simplistic compared to trying to classify all di erent kinds of medical images.
1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis research work are:
1. development of an algorithm to (a) detect columns in two-column
medical journal articles and (b) recover the PDF formatted text in
re- owable reading order (needed for citation analysis, advanced text
indexing and weighting, and handheld devices);
2. investigation of the information that formatting, layout, and structure provide, (b) identi cation of how structure can be inferred given
the text formatting, and (c) coding of routines to form a hierarchical
XML document representing document structure given text formatting information;
3. inventing a new mathematical model for text-weighting called modi ed tf-idf that includes extra formatting/font information in PDFs
that represents text structure and importance and (b) comparing it
to tf-idf-based text retrieval experimentally;
4. evaluating the e ectiveness of quering a document collection using
its images to retrieve documents (a) with similar images and (b) on
the same topic (as well as explaining the challenges of (b) compared
to (a)); and
5. designing, developing, implementing, and evaluating the performance
of an information retrieval system that combines formatted text (implying structure information) with embedded images in the PDF with
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the goal of improved retrieval performance and faster, less tedious literature review.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 details challenges of the PDF format being a strictly layout-only
format for both text and graphics. It also discusses document understanding algorithms such as reading order preservation and inference of document structure from
layout and font information. Chapter 4 discusses information extraction (both text
and images) from the PDF journal articles. In the same section this work's method
for matching gures with their captions and parallel query methodology are discussed.
Chapter 3 details this work's extension to the standard tf-idf weight that incorporates
font size and formatting information. Four main experiments were conducted. First,
the question of which distance function to use for CBIR/CBDR was addressed; the
matrix distance function and the Euclidean distance function were compared experimentally, and details are included in section 4.1. Second, investigation as to whether
or not (and to what extent) the embedded images in PDFs have discriminatory power
in retrieving other relevant documents by nding documents with similar images was
pursued, results for which are provided in section 5.3. This work's ideas for merging
a ranked set of documents from the CBIR-driven CBDR with standard text-based
CBDR are also discussed in chapter 5. Third, a similar experiment was conducted but
with the twist that relevance judgment would consider whether relevant documents
were on the same subject as the information need expressed through the images.
Results are provided in section 5.4. Finally, an evaluation as to whether a system
that takes into consideration formatting and font size information along with the text
frequency information returns more relevant documents than just text frequency information was conducted. A summary and review of this work's contributions as well
as conclusions and possible directions for future work are o ered in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

PDF Information Extraction and Processing

In order to evaluate the performance of using extra PDF information in literature review search, a signi cant amount of software infrastructure needed to be
developed. The infrastructure for extracting information from the PDFs and then
processing that information is described in this chapter.
PDF documents do not store documents as a string of characters with spaces,
page breaks, paragraph markers, equations, and tables. Instead, they store each
glyph of each character along with its coordinates on the page in order to make the
document's presentation portable across platforms. Unfortunately, this makes PDF
documents very dicult to process and make sense of by machines that can only use
the raw layout information instead of being able to see and make sense of the rendered
version like the human visual system can.
The fact that PDF documents are layout-only documents brings a number
of challenges in order to extract the document's content and then to make sense
of it. One challenge was using the PDF's layout information to perform column
detection in order to organize the text into reading order as a prerequisite for re owing
the document before the document's structure could be inferred. Another challenge
was using inferring hierarchical structure/organization from formatting information.
Inference of hierarchical document structure is used (1) for performing document
understanding and (2) for advanced document indexing (through the use of structure
and formatting information in addition to term frequency data).
The main purpose of recovering the reading order of the text from the layout
document was to use the references section to parse the citations, making it possible
to use citation analysis in the ranking process for improved retrieval. If reading order
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is not detected, then the rst line in column 2 would come after the rst line in
column 1 instead of the second line in column 1 since the text would be read straight
across (ignoring the whitespace implying the column boundary) one line at a time.
A side bene t is that titles and journal names in references can be used as subject
terms to categorize the document. They can also be used to infer implicit document
structure.
Another bene t is for readability of PDFs on handheld devices. It is simply
not possible to read a page of the document because all a PDF viewer can do is scale
it down until it ts on the screen. Once the page is tted to the handheld screen size,
it is too small to be read due to font scaling as well as the poor screen resolution.
Furthermore, reading order text would also be necessary if di erent sections
of the article were indexed with di erent weights corresponding to their relative importance or ability to summarize the main ideas, content, and purpose of the article.
For example, the text of the title, abstract, and conclusion could be up-weighted.
The introduction and conclusion of an article summarize what has been done previously and what has been accomplished. Understanding what the author meant to
communicate through his or her choice of formatting, organization, structure, and
layout helps to determine how these document properties can be represented numerically as features. Modeling the relative importance of di erent parts of the text aims
to capture the general theme/subject of the document as a whole better than term
frequency statistics alone would.
The software for PDF document information retrieval also includes generation
of document views, meaning di erent ways of looking at a document, because showing
the user the results in a way that helps them to decide whether to look deeper. The
purpose of document views in the CBDR system is to allow researchers to complete
the literature review phase more quickly by helping them to sift through articles more
quickly. In other words, di erent document views facilitate quick user judgment on
a document's usefulness or relevance to them. Di erent available document views
include term frequency clouds, gures with captions, PDF, HTML, page images,
page images with only gures and are introduced in Reference [38].
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Figure 2.1:

Feature extraction ow diagram.

Figure 2.1 is a process ow diagram describing how the PDF is processed to
extract the features. It acts as a roadmap for this chapter.
Because PDF is such a complex format, instead of spending time reading the
intricate details of the PDF format speci cations for PDF versions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,
and 1.5 and reinventing the wheel by creating a new parser to support all of them,
it was valuable to rst invest some time investigating the commercial, open source,
and free PDF extraction tools. After all, the interesting research involves using the
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information extracted from the PDFs, not the PDF to XML document conversion
step itself. The commercial option was a PDF to XML converter by CambridgeDocs
[39]. The main concern is due to its closed-source nature. If the software turns out
not to have all the functionality needed now or in the future, then development time
and e ort using the library is wasted. For something that is not guaranteed to meet
current or future requirements and that may waste development time and money, a
cost of $7,500 per server was not reasonable. After investigating a number of free and
open source ones including the Java-based PDFBox (not chosen due to poor image
extraction support) and pdf2svg (not chosen since no longer maintained), the xpdfbased tools were chosen for their long history of reliability (as a standard Linux PDF
viewer) and the freedom to modify the source code (which proved necessary for the
xpdf-based pdftohtml tool).
2.1 Document Views

Depending on the user and their information need, one document view may be
more useful than another. Of course the most useful document view will be user- and
situation-speci c, but having more ways to look at a document helps to quickly decide
whether to look at it more closely or not, a very useful culling step during literature
review. Maybe the abstract, maybe the table of contents, maybe a term frequency
cloud, or maybe gures, page images, or tables will most help the user decide on the
document's relevance. Implemented and proposed document views follow, each with
a description of its usefulness.
Section and subsection titles, which form the bulk of the explicit structure view
(the PDF bookmarks) carry signi cant information about the document's main idea
and communicate the document's purpose and contents in greater detail than could
the title alone. PDF bookmarks are extracted into a hierarchical table of contents
view of section and subsection headings. They can be used to quickly catch the gist
of the document just as a patron at a library would analyze the table of contents in
a book to see whether its contents are worth further examination.
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Often a document doesn't have any PDF bookmarks from which explicit document structure could be read directly. In this case, the implicit structure derived
from the PDF's layout, font size, and text formatting can create a table of contents
where there wasn't one at all before, allowing the user to view the document's outline. A description of how this is done is provided later in this thesis. The implicit
structure of a document provides at least as much information as the PDF bookmarks
and often provides structural detail to 1 or 2 more levels of depth. The idea of the
implicit document structure view is for the user to be able to look at all the important
sections of a document, just like scanning the table of contents or index of a book
before buying it or reading it.
The page thumbnails (shown in Figure 2.2) and the concordance (essentially
a per-document term frequency cloud where the text size increases with increasing
term frequency) are based on Amazon.com's creativity with \Search inside the book"
(http://www.amazon.com).
The thumbnial page images allow the user to quickly scan the document's
pages from a bird's eye view without downloading the PDF, saving the user download
time. Even at thumbnail size, page images can show the gures and tables in a
document as well as the large text, allowing the user to understand what the document
is about through the general subject area of its title, section headings, and gures.
The concordance (shown in Figure 2.3) is a quick way to see which words are
used most frequently in the article, which can help to understand which main topics
are discussed.
A user may be looking for documents that have a certain kind of gure. Most
importantly, however, gure images are important in viewing, at a glance, what work
was performed and what subject category it belongs to (through an experiment ow
diagram or a graph or image of results, for example). Results are almost always given
in table and/or graph form, and the reader is really only interested in the authors
achieved their results the results are good.
how

if
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Figure 2.2:

Page images with and without text.
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Figure 2.3:

tation).

Concordance (keyword histogram using font size for frequency represen-

2.2 Image Extraction From PDFs

Now this thesis moves on to discuss how image information is extracted from
a PDF document.
Adding image-based search to the retrieval system comes at a price. Large
amounts of hard disk space, large amounts of RAM (for storing or caching the image
feature vectors as well as text index), and large amounts of image extraction and
processing time are required. Image extraction and image processing for feature vector
creation for all these images is quite a compute intensive task. Extracting all the raster
( gure) images from all the PDF documents in the collection and compressing them
as png images and extracting all the page images takes around 7 or 8 hours. Then the
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image feature extraction process, where image feature vectors are determined from
the image content, took at least 72 hours for all the page images, background images,
and gure images from all 1906 PDFs in the collection.
2.2.1 Extraction of Page Images

A page background image essentially contains any non-text content in the PDF
when it is converted to HTML by pdftohtml. Text and graphics are stored separately
in the PDF, so the text part is ignored when extracting the background page image.
It is called a background image since the text is superimposed on the background
image in such a way that the composite of the text overlaid on it looks like the PDF
page with all text and graphics intact.
Another xpdf tool called pdftoppm extracts each page of the PDF as it would
be rendered by a PDF viewer. The output format is ppm, which is an uncompressed
image format. Just like PDF viewers can zoom to 33% or 800%, so can pdftoppm
and the other xpdf tools, so output images can be extracted at any resolution. Figure
2.4 shows an extracted page image as well as a background image side by side for
comparison.
2.2.2 Extraction of Raster Graphic Figures

Besides page images with and without text, individual raster graphics embedded in PDF documents can also be extracted. This is especially valuable as a method
of extracting individual gures from PDF documents. Figures summarizing results
help the user to quickly judge a document's contribution to the research area. They
also help the user understand the experiment (through the caption) and understand
the general subject area of the research in order to put it in context.
The open source tool pd mages (also part of the xpdf-tools package) is used
to extract individual raster images from recent PDFs. Figure 2.5 shows the extracted
raster graphic gures of 4 sample documents. As gure images are extracted, the
page number and location of the image on the page is necessary in order to match
gures with their captions, which allows association of gures with their metadata.
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(left) Page image (raster and vector graphics along with rendered font
extracted as an image for each page in the PDF). (right) Background page image (raster
and vector graphics on an image the size of the PDF page without any of the PDF text.)
Figure 2.4:

But pd mages does not give information about the coordinates on the page where
the gure came from or even which page it came from. The open source nature of the
xpdf package grants the freedom and ability to extend the pd mages tool in order
to output an XML le of the locations on the page and the page number of all the
extracted images, not just the images themselves. This extension of pd mages was
performed in this work. The gure-caption matching process is discussed later in this
thesis.
Raster images are sometimes stored piecewise in blocks with layout coordinates
such that they t together seamlessly. The pd mages program was modi ed to ignore
images broken up into thousands of tiny sub-image blocks by not extracting images
smaller than 30x30 pixels. Some problems with small block images just larger than
the 30x30 threshold being extracted still arose, but they would still exist even with
a higher threshold. Unfortunately, the threshold cannot be made arbitrarily larger
since a threshold that is too high would ignore useful images.
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Figure 2.5:

ments.

Raster graphic gures automatically extracted from the PDF for 4 docu-

2.2.3 Proposed Extension for Extraction of Vector Graphic Figures

A discussion of a possible way for future work to extract vector graphic gures
is discussed next. A limitation of pd mages is that it only extracts raster graphics,
not vector graphics. Vector graphics are probably used whenever possible due to
their scalability without loss of resolution since the document is intended to be print
quality. Vector graphics contribute a signi cant percentage of gure graphics in a
journal article. Diagrams and graphs are often stored as vector graphics, and both
are very important to the content of the document. All 3 of the gures on the page
shown in Figure 2.4 are vector graphics, so those valuable result graphs are all lost
if only raster graphics are extracted. In fact, assuming that all captions without
matching images must have corresponded to vector graphics, approximately 50% of
the gures in the corpus are vector graphics.
The main use (aside from acting as the background of the page in a Web
browser) for the page image without text is to extract vector graphic gures, tables,
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or to extract images that have been broken up into subimage blocks in the PDF.
Graphics can be more easily located when there is no text on the page because the
whitespace allows an autocrop algorithm (available in GIMP) to know what parts of
the page actually contain information and in what bounding boxes that information
is contained, thus allowing the extraction of raster graphics, vector graphics, and
possibly tables. For tables, the location of the table would have to be determined by
using the horizontal and vertical line patterns and whitespace on the background page
image. Then the actual table would have to be extracted from the page image with
text at the same coordinates; otherwise, the table would be empty. So far, no vector
graphics or tables are extracted, only raster graphics. This is an obvious point for
improvement to the system since around half of the gures in documents are vector
graphics.
Since the background page images do not have text on them (unless it is
in a raster gure), text regions on the page are just whitespace. This information
could be used to hone in on the images in the same way that GIMP's (GNU Image
Manipulation Tool) autocrop feature works, by detecting large regions of whitespace
and identifying the image regions. Starting with either the background page image
extracted by pdftohtml or the page image extracted by pdftoppm (shown in Figure
2.4), entire gure images (not blocks/pieces of images that would need postprocessing
for reconstruction) as well as vector graphics and tables could be extracted from the
PDF. The output resolution of all the tools is controllable through a command line
parameter. This allows minimal loss in quality of images. The only real limit on
quality is the native resolution of raster graphics embedded in the PDF.
2.3 Text Extraction From PDFs

Now this thesis moves on to discuss how text information is extracted from a
PDF document.
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2.3.1 Extraction of Plain Text

If plain text information is all that is needed, the pdftotext program is a part
of xpdf that extracts all the text from a PDF but without formatting. Its limitation
is its inability to extract documents with columns in proper text reading order. But
term frequency-based indexing disregards word location and ordering of words in
phrases, so it is actually the best candidate for standard tf-idf indexing since it is
simple and straightforward to process.
2.3.2 Extraction of Text with Formatting and Layout Information

The pdftohtml tool extracts the text along with its layout and formatting
information as XHTML and XML. The only di erence is that the XHTML output
relies on a vertical line spacing maximum tolerance value in order to merge lines of
text into a paragraph when the lines of text are typeset close enough vertically to
safely infer that they're in the same paragraph. Lines of text that are in the same
logical paragraph but that are split by gures, tables, column boundaries, or page
boundaries are not joined automatically by pdftohtml, but would have to be joined
in a post-processing.
The XML output does not merge paragraphs in case post-processing of lines of
text is desired. The XML output preserves the layout/position information through
attributes for each XML text element whereas the XHTML output preserves the
same information through the use of absolute positioning coordinates in the cascading
stylesheets (CSS) (see Figure 2.6 for an example). The XML output preserves font
information through a list of fonts used on each page, whereas the XHTML output
preserves font information through page-by-page font de nitions in the stylesheet.
Figure 2.6 is a portion of the rst page of Figure 2.7. It omits a lot of the text
and highlights how text formatting and layout are encoded. Bold and italic text are
encoded using HTML tags, and font size is encoded using stylesheet font de nitions.
When the resulting HTML text boxes from pdftohtml are superimposed on
the background image (which contains all the raster and vector graphics (non-text)
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<STYLE type="text/css">
.ft17{font-size:21px;line-height:26px;font-family:Times;
color:#000000; padding: 5px; background-color:#ffff99;
border:1px solid maroon; filter:alpha(opacity=50);opacity:0.50;}
.ft12{font-size:14px; ...}
.ft18{font-size:12px;line-height:17px; ...}
</STYLE>
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:157;left:83"><nobr>
<span class="ft17"> <b>Functional complementation of RNA interference mutants i
<br />trypanosomes</b></span></nobr></DIV>
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:525;left:168"><nobr>
<span class="ft12"><b>Abstract</b></span></nobr></DIV>
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:547;left:168"><nobr>
<span class="ft18"><b>Background: </b>In many eukaryotic cells, ...</span></nob
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:625;left:168"><nobr>
<span class="ft18"><b>Results: </b>Using the protozoan
<i>Trypanosoma brucei </i>as a model, ...</span></nobr></DIV>
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:791;left:168"><nobr>
<span class="ft18"><b>Conclusions: </b>This work shows that functional
complementation experiments...</span></nobr></DIV>
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:953;left:83"><nobr>
<span class="ft12"><b>Background</b></span></nobr></DIV>
<DIV style="position:absolute;top:971;left:83"><nobr>
<span class="ft18">RNA interference (RNAi) can be triggered...</nobr></DIV>
Portion of Layout XHTML Document extracted from a PDF showing
what machine-readable information looks like.

Figure 2.6:

information on each page) using the textboxes' PDF layout coordinates for HTML
absolute positioning, it looks almost exactly like the PDF page (see Figure 2.7).
The pdftohtml tool used only converts the layout information in PDF format
into parsable and processable layout information in XHTML using CSS for absolute
positioning of text in the same place as they would be in the PDF as shown in Figure
2.7. The rendered version of the HTML output shown in Figure 2.7 is misleading
because the human visual system can easily make sense of it, but it is much more
dicult for a human (or a computer program) to make sense of the text and its
positioning commands. The document understanding steps including detection of
column boundaries for reading order detection as well as inference of hierarchical
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Figure 2.7:

HTML view of a PDF document.

section organization still need to be performed. Additional processing is necessary
to organize and order the information so that what the human visual system sees
and what the computer sees are the same. The two main steps to make this happen
are: (1) recovering the reading order of the document from layout coordinates and
(2) recovering the hierarchical structure of the document. Both of these processes are
discussed later in this chapter.
The pdftohtml tool does a lot of work behind the scenes. It is important to
remember that a layout document doesn't have space characters like word-processed
or text documents do that remove doubt as to where words begin and end. Instead, a
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space in a layout document is simply the absence of any character for a given horizontal range of pixels. The pdftohtml is essentially an OCR tool that only works on more
recent PDFs (not the ones that are just page image scans) and can recognize characters and glyphs (thus bypassing much of the e ort of an image-basee OCR system)
but still has to make heuristic-based decisions on merging glyphs into characters into
words, then into lines of text, and then into paragraphs. The pdftohtml tool starts
with characters or glyphs and uses a very complex nested conditional statement as
a heuristic in order to make word segmentation decisions based on letter spacing.
Speci cally, the word segmentation decision involves interpreting a sequence of characters and their coordinates on the page and interpreting the blank space on the page
between characters as word separation. Word separation spacing varies, especially in
journal articles that have two columns and are justi ed on the right and left, making
it dicult to reliably detect word boundaries. Ligatures, math equations, and tables
are some of the most dicult problems still being researched. Ligatures are letter
combinations (\if" or \ " for example) that are sometimes typeset as one character. The diculties of math equations and tables have already been discussed in the
related work section.
Absolute positioning in XHTML format is an improvement from the absolute
positioning information in the PDF since now glyphs are merged into characters,
characters are merged into words, and words are merged into lines, and some lines
are merged into paragraphs, which is much of the e ort required to make sense out
of the layout PDF document.
Legacy PDF Support

The system developed in this thesis work could handle legacy PDF articles
as well with the implementation of an OCR plug-in in future work. Legacy articles
(whose text comes from OCR on page scan images) can be easily added to the system
through a plugin. The plugin would need to extract the document paragraph by
paragraph along with the bounding box for each paragraph of text and store the
document with bold and italic tags for formatting and with font size information.
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2.4 Processing the Information Extracted from PDF

After the PDF has been translated into XHTML (a strict requirement that
HTML be well-formed XML) by pdftohtml, further processing steps are required to
infer the reading order and structure of the PDF. These steps are discussed in this
section.
2.4.1 Modi cation of pdftohtml for Valid XML Output

In order for pdftohtml to output valid XML and XHTML (which was needed
in order to parse the data in post-processing steps), the pdftohtml tool had to be
modi ed to output valid XML and XHTML so that the downstream document understanding tools developed in this thesis work could parse them and take advantage
of their information. The pdftohtml tool used to output <b>, <i>, and <a> tags (PDFs
often have hyperlinks) in mixed up order, causing XML parsing to fail and thus the
downstream post-processing structure-from-layout inference tools to fail. Fixing this
involved forming a tag stack that kept track of what order the tags were opened so
that they could be closed in reverse order. Because the software suite is several thousand lines of code, it took a good amount of e ort to understand how the framework
of the program, which was several hundred lines of code long that had been passed
down through several programmers and maintainers, worked well enough to correct
an error so deep in the PDF to XML transformation. These changes were submitted
to the current maintainer of the package as a way to contribute back to the open
source community in return for such useful tools.
2.4.2 Re owing of Multiple-column Articles into Reading Order
Motivation

Both citation analysis as well as implicit structure inference require re owing
of multiple-column articles into reading order. Since text re- owing (reading order)
information is not available in layout-only documents such as PDFs, it must be inferred. A naive system would ignore the whitespace used to separate the columns
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and treat the document's lines as if read straight across. Instead of following the
text down the column, the text would be read straight across and two lines of text in
separate columns for completely separate references would be joined together as part
of a single reference.
Reading order means that if there are multiple columns (multiple x coordinates), which there often are in professional journal articles, the entire left column
will be before the right column in the inferred reading order. Some documents alternate single column layout and double column layout. There are several varieties of
document layout style in the corpus (document/image collection) used in this work.
This means that the algorithmic solution for recovering the reading order of layout
documents must be robust enough to support switching between single- and doublecolumn layout. Since documents are taken from so many di erent medical journals,
each with di erent layout guidelines, the algorithm must also support a variety of
layouts. Furthermore, the articles are more dicult to make sense of than newspaper
articles, where horizontal and vertical lines are used instead of column-separating
whitespace to delimit columns and sections.
Citation analysis is the main reason why column detection and reading order
inference is important. If columns are not successfully detected, citation analysis will
start with inaccurate data since lines of citation text from di erent citations would
be incorrectly grouped together. Citations are already hard enough to parse into the
citation's individual parts (author, journal name, title, date, etc.) for later citation
analysis. Weighting di erent sections of the document (title, abstract, introduction,
conclusion, etc.) also requires recovering the reading ordered document.
Method

Figure 2.8 demonstrates that two column articles are no barrier to re owing
the text by showing that the document's reference text is re owed in the correct
order despite the fact that a reference spans a column boundary. The statistical
algorithm developed in this thesis work for column detection and subsequent reading
order inference is now explained.
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Reading order is inferred by using the distribution of left coordinates of the topleft bounding box of each text paragraph, which represent a page's marginal sample
pdf. A histogram on the left coordinate is computed for each document as a whole.
First, the algorithm tries to guess from the distribution how many columns there
probably are. A percentage of the maximum histogram frequency is used as a dynamic
threshold value. Then the top 2 nonzero frequencies are selected as candidates for
left column boundaries since it was realized that documents have at most 2 columns.
If the document happened to be single column document, the second column simply
was empty.
Issues encountered in the process were the following:
1. Oftentimes articles had di erent left and right margins depending on
whether the page number was even or odd. This is not surprising
since it is common in typesetting and publishing to print on both
sides of the paper and thus to have di erent margins on even and
odd pages. This would lead to the occurrence of 4 high frequency
left coordinates instead of 2 for a two-column document. The best
solution for this problem is to (1) separate the even and odd page
frequency distributions and (2) to look for the left coordinates of
actual columns to be uniformly distributed across the page, which is
true when columns are the same width, which is usually the case.
2. Documents with many tables would throw o the distribution since
tables follow the same frequent left justi cation pattern that columns
sometimes do. Future work could address this problem by looking for
column boundaries to be equally spaced on the page and by ignoring
peaks not at expected column boundary points.
3. An issue that was not addressed was right justi cation of a column,
which occurs in a few documents in the collection, but not frequently
enough to implement a solution for. This issue would require future
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Figure 2.8: Reference section of a two-column PDF re owed in reading order with
formatting information intact. Orange means that the text came from column 1 and
green that it came from column 2.

work to modify the algorithm to detect right justi cation of columns
as well as left justi cation.
A two-column document example may help to illustrate. The two most frequent left coordinate values are 83 and 470, with the document pages being 918 pixels
wide. Two ranges are created as a result of column detection (83..469 and 470..918).
The range 1..82 is assumed to be whitespace for the left margin. Column assignment
follows. Columns were implemented as ordered lists of paragraphs. All paragraphs
are assigned to one of the two columns depending on which range the left coordinate
of the paragraph bounding box belongs to. Next, all the paragraphs in each column
are sorted rst on their top (y) coordinate. If two text boxes in a column have the
same top (y) coordinate, they are then sorted by x coordinate to make sure that text
on the same line is sorted left to right.
At this point, the text of the document can be re owed simply by traversing
the document page by page and column by column. Figure 2.8 shows the results of
re owing a document into reading order.
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2.4.3 Document Structure Inference

Now that the document's reading order has been inferred, font size and layout
information are used to infer the structural information (or implicit table of contents)
of the document. This portion of the work contributes to the research area of re owing PDF documents into structured XML documents through document structure
understanding from layout, and at the same time it also contributes to development
of improved information retrieval methodologies based on the additional structure
and formatting information available from PDFs. Additionally, this portion of the
work contributes to the research area of presentation of search results in a way that
allows the user to quickly judge the relevance of the document by describing the value
of an implicit table of contents view of a document.
The general idea is that larger fonts represent higher-level headings than do
smaller size fonts. Journal name, document title, and section titles are assumed to
be bold or italic, which is generally the case. Font size (as well as whether the text
is bold/italic or not) is used to detect hierarchical structure in the document.
Some PDFs have PDF bookmarks, which provide explicit document structure
information through a sort of built-in table of contents, and some do not. Even when
PDF documents do have PDF bookmarks, the detail level of the table of contents
provided in the PDF bookmarks is usually not as detailed as it is in the document
body. (It usually only goes to the subsection level, not subsubsection level or below.) Due to how valuable a document's structural information is in expressing the
author's purpose and main ideas as well as providing a summary of what the document covers, this work sought a way to infer the implicit logical structure of the
document independent of any explicit structure which may or may not exist in PDF
bookmarks. PDF bookmarks are not automatically created by most word processors
during PDF export conversion unless the word processor stores structure information
about the document (again, this would be explicit structure through a style de nition,
for example). Much of the time PDF bookmarks are not available.
Post-processing of the re owed document in order to infer the structure (or
organization) of the document has the bene t of being able to give speci c sections
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(like the abstract, introduction, related work, conclusion, etc.) extra weight. The
algorithm of document structure inference performed in this work places subsections
within sections, and sections within the document body with about 80% accuracy. An
ordered tree structure is used to store hierarchical document structure information.
Descending font size is used to recognize deepening structure. For example, size 46
fonts might represent the title and journal name, size 24 for rst-level headings, size
18 for second-level headings, size 14 for third-level headings, and size 8 or 10 for the
body, caption, and reference text.
This work decided to start with a simpler route to begin with than the hierarchical XML document. Speci cally, the starting point for this work is a modi ed
version of the tf-idf weighting scheme which takes into account font size and bold/italic
information as well as frequency of term occurrence. It doesn't use information on
which section the text is found in at this point. The re owed, hierarchically organized
document information could be used to improve the simpler modi ed tf-idf weighting
scheme if necessary.
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Chapter 3

Text-based Search

In general, information retrieval requires the extraction of certain features that
represent the di erence or similarity of two elements of a collection for comparison
purposes. A similarity or distance measure is necessary in order to judge the degree
of similarity or di erence of a document to the query in order to rank the results. A
representation of documents that facilitates similarity calculation is also necessary.
The vector model of information retrieval uses vectors to represent documents simply
yet e ectively. The vector model represents the text of a document by a vector
where each element of the vector corresponds to the weight of the index term in that
particular document in the collection. If that term does not occur in that document,
that element is zero. The vector is as large as the total number of unique index terms
in the whole collection.
In addition to nding a method by which to compare the query and a document, it is also necessary to nd a way to model the query and the documents themselves in a way where they can be compared numerically. Text weighting schemes,
such as the popular tf-idf term-document weight, assume that the overall content
of a document is encapsulated in its term-frequency and inverse-document-frequency
distributions. These weights are used to calculate document-query similarity based
on the assumption that documents with similar index terms to those in the query
are similar. Likewise, two documents are similar if they both have most of the same
index terms occurring frequently. Document-query similarity calculations are carried
out on two vectors, one which models the subject content of the document and the
other which models the desired subject from the query.
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3.1 Modi ed vs. Standard tf-idf

As the reasoning behind this work's new modi ed tf-idf weighting scheme is
explained, it will be helpful to have the standard tf-idf equations and intuition handy
for reference and comparison. Equation (3.1) details the standard way to calculate
term frequency, which is simply the count of the number of times term i occurs in
document j . Equation (3.2) is the standard inverse document frequency equation. It
seeks to down-weight a term that occurs quite frequently in many documents in the
document collection since that term will have less discriminatory value and should
therefore carry less weight. Equation (3.3) combines the standard term frequency and
inverse document frequency into the popular tf-idf text weighting scheme through the
following equations:
freq(i; j ) = # of times term i occurs in document j,
idf(i) = log



(3.1)



N
; ni = # of unique occurrences of term i in all documents, and
ni

(3.2)

freq(i; j )
(standard) tf-idf(i; j ) = max
 idf (i):
freq(l; j )

(3.3)

A word in the title, abstract, conclusion, or in the title or journal name of
references deserves a signi cantly higher weight than a word solely in the body text.
The relative importance of body text in di erent main sections of the document
should also be considered. Text in the abstract, introduction, and conclusion acts as
a document summary more than the rest of the body text. Since the purpose of tf-idf
is to model the main ideas or to summarize the documents given the term frequency
distribution, upweighting body text if it belongs to summary sections would only help
to make tf-idf more accurate. Such is the purpose of a modi ed tf-idf text weighting
scheme.
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But this method requires perfect document structure inference as well as the
use of prede ned section names (abstract, introduction, previous work, and conclusion) as well as traversal of hierarchically-ordered sections of the document. With
the goal of capturing most of the information available from the structured text with
body text having di erent weight depending on the section, a simpler solution was
considered that did not rely on document structure inference but instead only on
bold/italic and font-size information. Section headings should contain the main ideas
discussed in the document, so giving them higher weight and leaving the body text
alone should give the main subject terms for document summary just as well as the
more complicated method. The simpler solution, called modi ed tf-idf, was expected
to provide almost as much information for much less engineering e ort. The modi ed
tf-idf models the importance of section heading and title text, gure captions, and
journal names in the references. Its only drawback is that it does not account for
relative importance of text in one section from another.
A modi ed tf-idf term weighting scheme is now introduced and explained.
Only the term frequency portion of tf-idf changes in the modi ed tf-idf weighting
scheme. The idf factor remains the same. In addition to using the frequency of
occurrence of a term in a document, text formatting (speci cally whether the text
is bold or italic) and font size are also considered. Raising 1:25 to a power where
the exponent is either 0 or 1 is essentially a conditional multiply when the term
occurrence (k) is bold or italic. The 1:25 value is chosen to upweight bold or italic
text by 25%, a value chosen arbitrarily as how much more important bold/italic text
is than normal text. A larger font size generally means that it is in the title, journal
name, or a section or subsection heading. The font size of a word communicates its
intended emphasis and importance to the reader. All of these are areas that should be
upweighted, so using the font size works quite well to simply, yet powerfully, include
the term's degree of importance into the modi ed tf-idf measure. Like the standard
tf-idf function where freq(i; j ) is normalized on a per-document basis to the maximum
freq(l; j ) for all terms l in document j , the same principle is applied for the modi ed
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term frequency, which is given by
modi ed term freq(i; j ) =

K
X
k=1

1:25bold or italic  font10sizek ;
k

(3.4)

where K is the number of occurrences of term i in document j and 10 is a constant
text font size chosen for normalization because it is often used as the font size for
normal text in medical journal articles.
Naturally, the modi ed tf-idf equation follows:
i; j )
modi ed tf-idf = maxmodmodfreq(
freq(l; j )  idf (i):
l

(3.5)

Another possible tf-idf modi cation (named the extreme modi ed frequency
and detailed in Equation (3.6)) leaves idf intact and makes the following modi cation
to the term frequency function freq(i; j ):
extreme modi ed term freq(i; j ) =

freq(i; j )  maxk 1:25bold or italic  font10size :
k

k

(3.6)

It is similar to the modi ed term frequency function described earlier, but it
takes a di erent standpoint on term importance. Instead of taking term importance
as the weighted average of the two weights (bold or italic, font size), it sees the
importance of a term i in a document j as the maximum contributing occurrence of
term i multiplied by how many times term i actually appears, where the number of
appearances is counted irrespective of font size or formatting. For this reason, it could
be seen as an extreme version of the modi ed term frequency and is duly named such.
It can be seen as a skimming weighting scheme. It models how the reader sees the
document when he or she \skims". The title, section headings, gure captions, etc.
get the highest weight while only body text that is extremely common can compete
with slightly less common text that occurs at least once in a much larger size with
bold formatting. Because it is a model of skimming the document, it probably often
\misses" important ideas. Plus, it makes it very dicult for repeated body text to
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compete for high weights. Due to these drawbacks, the modi ed tf-idf was chosen
over the extreme modi ed tf-idf.
3.2 Details of Text Retrieval Portion of the System
3.2.1 Document Preprocessing Steps

After the text is extracted from the PDF document, lexing and tokenization
must then take place in order to determine how to break the stream of characters
into sentences and words. This step also includes interpretation of capitalization,
acronyms, numbers, etc. After the stream is broken up into potential words, numbers
and punctuation are removed. All words are converted to lowercase, meaning that
case-insensitivity is assumed. Next, stopwords are removed. Stopwords are words
that are very common such as prepositions, conjunctions, and other common words
that contribute little subject meaning to a document. Their removal lowers the size
of the term index to be built without loss of meaningful subject terms. Single-letter
words are removed along with the stopwords. Porter stemming is next. Stemming
essentially converts all forms of the same word to its root word or stem. Instead
of using a massive lookup table to map every form of a word to a stem, words are
stemmed using a set of ordered rules which are applied depending on the length of the
word and the sequence of alternating vowel-consonant patterns in the word. Finally,
standard and modi ed tf-idf weights are calculated from the resulting index term
occurrences.
Case-insensitivity led to interesting issues when searching for documents about
\AIDS" because \AIDS" was converted to lowercase (\aids") and stemmed to become
\aid", which is a completely di erent word with a completely di erent meaning. This
learning led to the following conclusion for future work: Words that have all capital
letters should be considered acronyms and should be kept in a table associating the
acronym with its expanded terms so that automatic query expansion can add the
words themselves. This synonym mapping makes sense since an acronym is usually
introduced and then not written out again, so it helps to properly interpret the
frequency of the long version represented by the acronym.
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Index terms (stemmed) are required to match the stemmed versions of the
query terms exactly, character for character. Queries with misspellings and cases
where Porter's stemming algorithm reduces a word to an incorrect stem might bene t
from partial string matching instead of exact string matching. Partial (or inexact)
string matching has not been implemented into the retrieval system as of yet due
to the added computational complexity it would add as well as the extra manual
e ort required to manually inspect 32  20 documents for relevance to the given
queries in order to compare the use of inexact string matching in combination with
both standard tf-idf and modi ed tf-idf. Porter stemming was considered sucient
for partial string matching in order to match di erent forms of the same word that
would be shortened to the same stem.
3.3 Implementation Details of Text Retrieval Portion of the System
3.3.1 Implementation of Text Indexing

Standard tf-idf indexing was performed based on the text les extracted from
the PDFs using the pdftotext program. The text les were all read into memory.
Stopword removal, conversion to lowercase, and Porter stemming were performed on
the words as was described previously. In this work, \index term" refers to a word
on which these preprocessing steps have been completed. Index term occurrences
were stored in a table where rows were two-tuples consisting of the index term (once
for each time it occurred) and the document id. As an intermediate step to reduce
processing time and memory usage, another table column was added to indicate the
number of times that a term occurs in a document. A list of the unique index terms
in the whole document collection was collected so that index terms can be referred
to by their index in the array instead of by the string. The following data were
collected from this table of index-term occurrences by document id: unique indexterm indices by document id, number of documents in which an index term occurred
at least once, number of times which a term occurred in each speci c document (if it
occurred there at all), and the maximum term frequency of all terms in a document
for each document. These were used to precalculate the standard tf-idf weights for
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the document collection for accelerated retrieval. The sum of the precalculated termdocument weights for each document was also precomputed since it is required in the
denominator of the cosine similarity measure in Equation (3.7).
3.3.2 Implementation of Text Query Processing

When the query is being processed, the index-term indices for a given document id are read from the data structure. The set intersection between the index-term
indices in the document and the index-term indices of the query terms is computed.
The set intersection approach simpli es the computational load since if the term
weight for a given term in the implicit term-document weight vector or the query
vector is zero then the dot product would yield a zero in that position. Speci cally,
the set intersection shortens the vector dot product considerably from approximately
180,000 unique index terms to a much more reasonable number (less than 2000 and
probably less than 700 the vast majority of the time) since only the term weights
that are non-zero are stored in the data structure (each document has a hash where
the key is the index-term index and the value is the term weight for only the terms
that occur in that document). The denominator of the cosine distance function is
also optimized.
YAML, an XML alternative that is easier to read visually, was originally used
as the le format for the text indexing intermediate data structures, but it was soon
realized that it is not well suited for output of large data structures (with hundreds
of thousands to millions of entries) since the YAML library tries to convert the entire
data structure to a string (in memory, which ends up using virtual memory on the
hard disk) and then write the string to a le instead of using the natural method of
writing to a FILE struct and letting the operating system take care of le bu ering.
This caused two main issues: either (1) the program would run out of memory (and
usually slow to a crawl for a long time after which the kernel would kill the process
before it had nished) after the computations were complete and the index data
structures were being dumped to le or (2) the le output part would take up to 2 or
3 hours due to the continual garbage collection and memory reallocation required to
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not run out of memory and stall in the process. The program would run for several
hours performing all the text indexing and frequency calculations and then nally
crash since the output le couldn't t into memory. Apparently the YAML le writer
isn't intended for large data dumps.
Instead, binary les were used to store all the data structures holding intermediate data to disk. Binary les had the bene ts of fast reading and writing, no parsing
necessary on the input data, and no loss of precision in conversion to a decimal string
and back (important when numbers are between zero and 1). Test routines were
written for binary le I/O routines to verify that the same thing that was written
was read back as well.
The compute-time and memory utilization limits were tested once again when
trying to process text with formatting and font-size information for the modi ed tf-idf
weighting scheme because of the amount of raw data that is being operated on. Since
modi ed tf-idf calculation requires keeping track of bold/italic information and font
size for each index-term occurrence, the size of the data tables could quickly grow
unwieldy. After reading the formatted text a paragraph at a time into a table of
four-tuples consisting of the stemmed, stopword-removed, lowercase index term, the
document id, a ag determining whether the term was bold or italic, and the font
size, the table for each document was consolidated by combining all equal table rows
into one row and adding a column counting how many rows were merged into one.
Even after performing this merging, there were over 2,000,000 rows in the table for all
the documents. The amount of memory required for processing all 2 million rows was
so great that 850MB of RAM was not enough. After the program ran out of RAM,
the system practically slowed to a stand-still while trying to allocate more memory
by garbage collection.
In order to solve the problem of memory utilization, the task of indexing all
the documents in the collection was split up into smaller sections that could run
separately and dump intermediate output les that could be processed together in
the next step. Splitting up the task into smaller sections (one document at a time
instead of all at once) resulted in much smaller data structures, making computation
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(mostly binary searches through huge arrays) take much less time. Most importantly,
this approach keeps the memory utilization reasonable.
The implementation was as follows: The modi ed term frequency was computed for each unique index term in each document. The maximum of all the modi ed
term frequencies in each document was also computed as a normalization factor, just
like it is in the standard tf-idf equation. Since the list of unique index terms had
already been created and written to a le, it was read back in so as to map indexterm strings back to index-term indices so as to use the collection-wide index-term
index, not just the index of the index term based on the index terms in one document.
Again, a list of index-term indices for each document was saved for speeding up retrieval latency as in the standard t -df case. This strategy proved quite successful and
stripped hours o the computation process. It did, however, require implementation
of binary- le reading and writing routines for several di erent data structure. Luckily,
it is relatively easy to write C extensions that can access Ruby data structures and
perform the le I/O quickly. Although the C extensions just for this le I/O added
about 3,000 lines of code to the already about 2,000 lines of C extensions written for
the matrix and Euclidean distance function comparison, much of the code could be
copied and pasted and modi ed only slightly to t the di erent data structures.
In the next phase, the binary le data was read back in in order to precalculate
the modi ed tf-idf weights for each term in each document in order to save computation time during retrieval. This precalculation was possible due to the static nature
of the document collection. The sum of the precalculated term-document weights for
each document was precomputed since it is required in the denominator of the cosine
similarity measure in Equation (3.7).
3.3.3 Code Statistics

Being able to use a very high level language like Ruby allowed the research
e orts to be relatively unencumbered by rewriting data structures and common algorithms so it could focus instead on solving the problem at hand. Automation scripts
to generate shell scripts to extract text, XML, XHTML, background images, page
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images, and gure images as well as other automation tasks took over 356 lines of
code.
A fair amount of C code was written in order to optimize computation-intensive
tasks on vectors and matrices, especially for Euclidean and matrix distance function
calculations and optimizations. Most of the C code was for le I/O for text indexing
purposes, however. The C extension optimization code took up 2,878 lines overall.
The code that transforms layout XML or XHTML les into a layout document,
from which reading order can be detected and maintained and an inferred-structure
re owed document with formatting preserved took 2,052 lines of Ruby code, 256 of
which are tests to make sure that the processing steps at each step were functioning
properly. Included therein is also some beginning exploration into parsing of citations
for citation analysis. Parsing of citations is quite complex and requires more advanced
parsing techniques or data mining knowledge, so work on citation analysis was put
on hold. It would be an interesting direction for future work.
Exploration of various document understanding ideas such as detecting header
and footer text, margin size detection, query processing for images and text as image retrieval automation code for distance function comparison, and exploration of
relevance-feedback driven semi-automatic clustering of images took 4,520 lines of
Ruby code, with 503 lines of tests. Auxillary libraries and reusable code blocks were
an additional 2,753 lines.
3.3.4 Document-Query Similarity Analysis

The vector model with the standard cosine similarity measure is shown in
Equation (3.7). It will be used for standard and modi ed tf-idf based similarity
measures between documents in the corpus and query term(s). The higher the cosine
similarity measure, the more the query and the document have in common and the
higher the document is ranked in the result list. The cosine similarity measure is
speci ed as follows:
cos  =

~xi  ~q
jj~xijj  jj~qjj

Pk

= pPn

xik 
i=1 ~
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xik ~qk
i=1 ~
p

:
n
~
q
k
i=1

(3.7)

Chapter 4

Image-based Search

Document retrieval based on the content of images relies on the same idea
of text-based retrieval of documents. Documents whose images have the highest
similarity to the query images are most relevant. As in text-based retrieval, the most
popular information retrieval model for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is the
vector model. In CBIR, instead of using text on which to base its weighting scheme,
the vector model uses the values of various image features. Common features include
texture (which can be implemented via the wavelet transform or co-occurrence matrix
(sometimes both are used)), color histogram, and HSI colorspace intensity histogram.
The color histogram starts out with 256 bins and progressively moves to using less
bins by grouping bins. It essentially stores the dominant colors in the image as a
whole along with the percent of the image which they occupy. The co-occurrence
matrix, also called a co-occurrence distribution, is a very large, sparse matrix the size
of the image (nxm for an n by m image I ) parameterized by an o set (x; y) as
8

C (i; j ) =

1; if I (p; q) = i and I (p +  x; q +  y) = j
:
>
p=1 q=1 :0; otherwise

n X
m >
<
X

(4.1)

The HSI colorspace histogram is a histogram on the intensity (I ) of the image. Since
it is in a di erent colorspace, it can provide valuable information in addition to the
color histogram.
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4.1 Distance Function Comparison Study

There are two main factors that a ect the quality of a content-based image
retrieval system: (1) how well the features extracted from the images represent the
high-level content and objects of the image and (2) how well the distance function
on the low-level features accurately represents how di erent two images are at a
high level (on objects in the scene). This study focuses its attention on the second
factor, the distance function. It was conducted in order to nd out which distance
function was better suited to the nal CBDR system, the matrix distance function
which is presented in Mindreader [1] as optimal or the Euclidean distance function
which is commonly used and widely accepted in the CBIR community. Speci cally,
the objective was to nd out how much more accuracy the matrix distance function
provided in return for the extra computation time.
This section introduces and discusses two distance functions, the Euclidean
distance function and the matrix or general ellipsoid distance function, and compares
their performance. Other distance functions are not considered here since the matrix
distance function has been proven to be optimal and because the Euclidean distance
function is so commonly used in the literature and is representative of the computational complexity of the popular text retrieval distance function, the cosine distance
function. Their di erences are considered negligible for this comparison.
4.1.1 Motivation

Assume that system A and system B are two relevance feedback content-based
image retrieval systems that are equivalent (in that they both rank results using the
distance function outputs) except that they use di erent distance functions. If system
A takes slightly longer to process data on each feedback iteration but signi cantly
reduces the number of feedback iterations required to converge on satisfying results
than does system B, then it might be more appealing overall than system B. Results
on how much longer system A would take than would system B will be reported.
Accuracy of retrieval using both distance functions will also be compared. With
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these gures, conclusions could be drawn on what distance function would be best
for the retrieval system.
The hypothesis was that the matrix distance function would converge on better
results in fewer iterations but that the computation time between feedback iterations
will be too great for it to be reasonable. It was also believed that the matrix distance
function will provide better results when more examples are given because it has more
and more cross-correlation information.
4.1.2 Euclidean Distance

The Euclidean distance function is de ned as
dist(~x; ~q) =

v
u N
uX
t

i=1

~xi~qi =

p

~x  ~q;

(4.2)

where ~x is an image feature vector and ~q is the query image feature vector.
4.1.3 General Ellipsoid (Matrix) Distance
Background and Mathematical Derivation

Relevant details from Mindreader's [1] derivation of the Matrix distance function are summarized here. Refer directly to Mindreader [1] for proofs or for clari cation on their methods. Figure 4.1 shows the symbols and their meanings for this
section.
The matrix distance function M and the ideal query point ~q are derived by
solving the minimization problem in Equation (4.3) using Lagrange multipliers.
N

min X v (~x
i i
M;~q
i=1

~q)T M (~xi

~q):

(4.3)

The minimization is subject to the constraint that det M = 1 simply so that M cannot
trivially be the zero matrix.
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Figure 4.1:

De nitions of symbols used in Mindreader (from [1])

Let x be the (weighted by ~v) average of data vectors ~xi. Then,
x=

X T ~v
;
PN
~
v
i
i=1

(4.4)

where X is the matrix formed by the vectors f~xig (i being the index into the example
images f~xig, each of which is weighted by vi, as shown in Figure 4.1. The optimal
value of the new (re ned) query point ~q is given by ~q = x. The weighted covariance
matrix of data vectors C = [cjk ] is de ned as
cjk =

If C 1 exists, then M = (det C )

N
X
i=1
1
n

~vi (xik

xk )(xij

xj ) :

C 1 is the solution to Equation (4.3).
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(4.5)

For C to be invertible, it must be full rank. That would require that the
number of images submitted for feedback (N ) be at least the length of the feature
vector (n) (which was 190 in this work).
The authors of Mindreader go on to prove that the standard deviation method
used in MARS [25] is a special case of their system. The weighted variance at position
j (diagonal entry cjj ) is
N
X
2
j=
vi (xij xj )2 :
(4.6)
i=1

The standard deviation method used in the MARS [25] CBIR system uses a
diagonal M with diagonal entries f 1 g. This proves that the weighting scheme of
MARS is optimal if M is restricted to being a diagonal matrix (which means that C
was a diagonal matrix with diagonal f2j g ).
Here, Mindreader [1] quickly dodges the issue of C not usually being invertible
by reminding the reader that singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used as a
pseudo-inverse in the case of a singular C . Brie y, the SVD pseudoinverse gives the
result that if C is decomposed as UDV T that its pseudoinverse, denoted by C +, is
V D+ U T where D+ is the matrix D where all nonzero entries have been replaced by
their reciprocals. While true in theory that the SVD can often be used in place of
the real matrix inverse, the SVD is quite unstable in practice (1) for data points very
close to each other (which is true of a system which uses positive feedback like the
one proposed in this thesis) and (2) when C has very low rank. Mindreader seems
to disregard these practical factors in its mathematical proof of the matrix distance
function's optimality. The authors believed that the matrix distance function would
be optimal, but were unsure what the latency cost would be, hence the following
experiment was performed to nd out whether the matrix distance function would
have a feasible latency in practice.
With the feature vector size (n) being 190, performing SVD on a matrix as
large as 190x190 matrix was quite taxing computationally, not to mention the added
complexity of the matrix distance computation (as compared to the Euclidean distance) discussed later in this section.
2j
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The quadratic form in Equation (4.7) is the matrix distance function.
dist(~x; ~q) = (~x

~q)T M (~x ~q):

(4.7)

It evaluates to a scalar distance value that is used for ranking purposes.
Once M has been calculated, the next step is computing the distance between
the query q and all the image feature vectors ~xi (shown as ~x in equation (4.7)) and
then ranking the results.
Implementation

A web-based CBIR system was implemented using Ruby on Rails (www.rubyon
rails.com). Ruby is an interpreted scripting language that easily facilitates writing
C extensions for performance-critical sections and Rails is a web framework which
makes building web applications and testing them quite straightforward and painless.
For matrix and vector computations, the GNU Scienti c Library (GSL, available at
http://www.gnu.org) was used along with its accompanying bindings for the Ruby
programming language.
A feature-rich and stylish user interface using Javascript and CSS as well as the
server-side query processing routines for both query by (multiple) example(s) and relevance feedback was implemented. The distance function is a con gurable parameter.
Currently both the Euclidean and Matrix distance functions are supported.
Optimization E orts

Since the matrix distance function calculations are obviously more computationally intense due to the matrix pseudoinverse and vector matrix vector product as
opposed to a simple vector dot product, distance function computations were written
in C and optimized everywhere possible in order to make sure they were being compared on even ground (both in C, not in a scripting language). The fact that both
C and M are symmetric matrices allowed almost halving the number of calculations.
Loop unrolling and cache optimization techniques were also analyzed and explored
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to optimize the performance as much as possible. Performance on a search engine is
critical because low response times are expected by users.
4.1.4 Evaluation Methodology for Comparing Distance Functions
Test Collection Setup

In image retrieval, the gold standard or benchmark data against which
automated evaluations can be run is called ground truth. The ground truth
image collection was provided by the University of Washington from the URL
http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/imagedatabase/groundtruth/. The images
were already categorized into directories by where they were taken or by common objects in the scene when downloaded from the University of Washington. For example,
one group was called football and had pictures of several views of football stadiums,
another was Australia, another Japan, another lea ess trees, etc. For a complete list
of all 19 groups, see the URL provided. There were 19 groups total, each with at
least 22 images. Most groups had at least 40 images. There were 1026 images overall. The same features were extracted from each image. The overall feature vector
for each image was composed of subvectors representing the following three features:
texture (computed via co-occurrence matrix), HSI colorspace intensity histogram,
and dominant color (computed via color histogram), details for which were described
previously.
Automated Evaluation Methodology

In order to be unbiased about which images were chosen from each group to
send to the query engine as examples, the images had to be chosen from groups at
random. In order to be fair to both distance functions, the same images had to be
fed to the two di erent distance functions, and in the same order. A pseudo-random
number sequence starting with the same random seed would achieve both of these
requirements quite elegantly. So the random number generator was seeded with the
same value before running the automated evaluation in Euclidean distance mode and
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def automated_evaluation(distance_function)
m = 20 # num result imgs to retrieve
srand(1234)
for img_group in img_groups do
example_img_ids = {random_img_in_group(img_group)}
for num_example_imgs_in_query in 2..12 do
example_img_ids = example_img_ids U
{random_img_in_group(img_group)}
# assumed to all be positive examples with equal weights
query_results = process_query(example_img_ids)
# collect precision and recall data after each retrieved image
calculate_precision_and_recall(query_results,
imgs_in_group(img_group))
# calculate single value summary of precision
# after the last retrieved image
svs = precision(m)
# remember svs to output all the data to CSV later for Excel
end
end
end
Figure 4.2:

Pseudocode describing automated retrieval evaluation methodology.

before running the automated evaluation in Matrix distance mode. This ensured that
the query images to each distance function were identical.
Pseudocode for the automated evaluation methodology is included in Figure
4.2. The outer loop selected which group the images for that query would come from.
The inner loop was how many example images (between 2 and 12) would be sent to
the system as positive examples.
Just 1 example image was not considered since the matrix distance function
must have at least 2 images or else C (and hence M ) will be zero since covariance
subtracts out the mean, and, for only one image, the mean is the image feature vector.
Multiplying by a zero matrix always yields zero distance providing useless results.
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On each inner loop iteration a new random image id would be added to the
list of example images to be sent to the system as the query. This ensured that the
system was comparing the di erence between sending the image id set f198g and
f198; 234g, where only one new example image was added (simulating memory of the
previous user feedback), as opposed to comparing f198g and f3; 4g where the two
sets don't have any common images.
A relevant image is de ned as an image that belongs to the same group as the
query example images. It should be noted that example images were not removed
from the top query results. The purpose of this is to verify correct operation of the
system and to demonstrate an important observation of the mathematics. If none of
the example images appear in the top query results, then it means that the feature
vectors for those images are quite dissimilar and that their average is dissimilar from
any one of them. It is not surprising to see not all of the query images showing up
in the top search results because even though images have the same objects or even
some of the same low-level features, the semantic gap between the low-level features
and high-level objects in an image can still cause images that are similar to the human
eye to be judged as having lower similarity by a computer without a powerful brain
as an object recognition system.
Precision, recall, and the F measure were all computed after 5, 10, and 20
retrieved images as possible single value summary values for each number of example
images between 2 and 12 for each of the 19 groups. Precision after the last of the
retrieved images was chosen as the single value summary because it best represent
what really matters to the user that usually only looks at the top 40 query results.
The F measure seeks the best balance between recall and precision. Recall alone
is maximized when more images are retrieved because then the system has more
chances to retrieve relevant images. But what the user really cares about is that
in the most relevant results presented that a large percentage of them are actually
relevant, which is exactly what the precision after the last retrieved image measures.
Hence the decision to use precision for the single value summary.
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4.1.5 Results

Precision after 5, 10, and 20 retrieved images were averaged across image
groups in order to graph the average precision after 5, 10, and 20 retrieved images
versus the number of images sent to the system as examples. Figure 4.3 shows the
average precision for all image groups after 10 retrieved images of both the Matrix
and Euclidean distance functions as a function of the number of examples provided.

Precision (averaged across all image groups) after 10 retrieved images of
both the Matrix and Euclidean distance functions as a function of the number of query
examples provided.
Figure 4.3:

The graph in Figure 4.3 brings out a couple important points. First, the Euclidean distance function achieves its highest amount of precision with 2 query image
examples. One possible reason why two images are optimal for precision compared to
more is that the features in more images cancel each other out or average to a feature
vector that is not true to the query as is described in Reference [24]. Second, the
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Matrix distance function achieves its highest precision with 4 examples. A possible
reason why the matrix distance function may have its peak precision with 4 example
images is that 4 images maximizes the discernible information about the 4 images
and that any additional images are just distracting because they only add noise (in
the weighted covariance matrix C ) to the query.
The fact that the matrix distance function has lower precision when averaged
across the image groups (no matter how many example images are fed into the system)
than the Euclidean distance function does with only one example image was a surprise.
Results are summarized in Table 4.1 by giving the percent of cases in which the
matrix distance function outperformed the Euclidean distance function. Since the
percentages are less than 50%, the Matrix distance function is always inferior to the
Euclidean distance function. M is the number of retrieved results.
Table 4.1:

Comparison of the Matrix and Euclidean distance functions

M

5

10

20

15.31% 25.84% 37.32%

System Latency

Table 4.3 compares the query processing latency of the Euclidean distance
function to the matrix distance function . An average query processing latency of 4.4
s is quite long compared to the subsecond response times that users are accustomed
to from Yahoo and Google that already include Internet latency. If the accuracy
Table 4.2:

Time Elapsed During Automated Evaluation

M
Euclidean (s)
Matrix (s)
Multiple

5

10

20

3.897484 3.68571
3.79
885.17626 855.61631 922.89535
227.11479 232.14423 243.50801
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improvement were substantial and the latency could be further optimized, the Matrix
distance function may have had a place in CBIR.
Table 4.3:

Average query processing time by distance function

Distance Function Average query processing time (s)
Euclidean
0.018
Matrix
4.4

4.1.6 Discussion

The matrix distance function is not actually optimal when the math proves
that it should be. Two possible reasons for this are (1) that cross-correlation between
di erent features really have no meaning (when C was assumed to have information
other than on its diagonal) or (2) that the singular value decomposition technique is
subject to a large amount of error. One known practical limitation of SVD is that SVD
can be quite inaccurate when rows or columns are very close to each other in the vector
space (as opposed to spread out). Low rank matrices (which the covariance matrix
almost always is due to the amount of feedback the user is willing to provide before
giving up on the system's ability to understand) often yield poor pseudoinverses.
When query examples are chosen from the same group, they tend to be very close
in the vector space, possibly contributing to reason 1. While the Matrix distance
function may be optimal if the inverse of the matrix is computed directly instead of
using SVD, almost all of the time SVD is required because the number of examples
in queries is often few as are the number of feedback iterations a user is willing to
perform. Because the SVD is consequently highly inaccurate in these cases, this study
concludes that the Matrix distance function is not well suited to the IR domain in
general.
The hypothesis that precision will continually increase with more and more
example images turned out not to be the case. It was completely expected that the
proven optimal Matrix distance function would outperform the Euclidean distance
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function by 20-30% as published in Mindreader [1]. In fact, as the graph in Figure
4.3 demonstrates, the Euclidean distance function has its peak value at the lowest
number of examples (2), whereas the Matrix distance function has its highest precision
at 4 example images. Possible reasons behind the Matrix distance function's poor
precision results were discussed. The possibility that features really are mutually
independent for the most part was given as a possible reasons for the dissappointing
results from the supposedly optimal Matrix distance function algorithm. Because the
number of examples in queries is often few, as are the number of feedback iterations
a user is willing to perform, and because the SVD is highly inaccurate in the case
that C is underdetermined, the Matrix distance function is not well suited to the IR
domain in general.
The fact that the Matrix distance function is not superior to the Euclidean
distance function after all has some positive side e ects: computational simplicity
and speed as well as higher retrieval precision.
4.2 Image-based (CBIR-based) CBDR Methods
4.2.1 Figure-caption Matching for Automated Metadata Association
Figure-caption Matching: Data, Modeling, and Method

Figure-caption association information essentially provides automatic metadata for each gure, which can be used for e ective search by text or images as well
as automatic query expansion as described in Reference [35]. The point of matching
gure captions with their associated gures is to make it possible to search a PDF
document collection based solely on gure caption text or to automatically associate
metadata to provide a description of what the gure is. Photographs of cells can
often be ambiguous as to which part of the body they are from unless speci ed in a
caption. Most importantly, it provides an automated method of matching a gure
with its metadata.
The following describes the method by chich captions are matched to gures.
The page number and layout coordinates on the page of the image and of every
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text bounding box are available in the PDF. By default, pd mages does not extract
the page number or coordinates on the page for images it extracts. So modifying
pd mages to also save an XML le including the image's coordinates on the page as
well as the page number as it extracted the images from the PDF was necessary. An
intuitive model-based metric is used to match a gure with its corresponding caption.
Given this information (the data), the model and the method used to match gures
and captions is now explained.
The model is not overly complicated. In fact, it is the same one used in
Reference [36]. But their work did not describe the reasoning behind their distance
function, so this work explains the choice of distance function, its parameters, and defends it against two other choices for the distance function. In this work, the distance
function is named the heuristic distance and based on the Manhattan distance. It
operates on the assumption that the gure caption is located exactly below the image,
which is always the case in journal articles because this layout/formatting constraint
is imposed by the template that authors are expected to adhere to. Di erent journals
may have slightly di erent vertical spacing between gure and caption. They may
also have di erent policies on whether the caption is centered, left justi ed, or left
and right justi ed. The formula seeks to strongly penalize vertical distance, while allowing exibility for horizontal distance for di erent journal styles that all need to be
processed. Di erent penalty factors were explored for vertical versus horizontal distance and found 10 to work better than 5 or 2. Reference [36] used the same penalty
factor in their work, but left out an explanation of whether they had explored other
values.
The two other distance functions considered were the Manhattan distance
and the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance essentially requires the x and
y portions of distance between the top-left of the caption's bounding box and the
bottom right coordinate of the image on the page to fall inside a circle, whose radius
speci es the tolerance. The Manhattan distance is quite similar. Geometrically, the
Manhattan distance provides a square for a bounding box instead of a circle. The
addition of the penalty factor to the Manhattan distance yields the equation for
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Figure 1 Caption text
Caption Text Line 2

(left) Euclidean distance between gure and caption. (middle) Manhattan
distance between gure and caption. (right) Modi ed Manhattan distance between
gure and caption.

Figure 4.4:

the heuristic distance model (4.8). Geometric representations of the three distance
functions can be found in Figure 4.4.
The Manhattan distance was modi ed instead of the Euclidean distance because the page model deals with bounding boxes, not circles or ellipses. One note of
importance on the tolerance box formed by the heuristic distance is that, except in
the degenerate case where the x di erence or y di erence is zero, the xed parameter
isn't the length and width in the heuristic (modi ed Manhattan) distance case, or
even the radius in the Euclidean case. It is the area that is bounded. Hence, the rectangle may change dimensions in di erent situations, but always must adhere to the
area constraint on the tolerance bounding box. The rectangle in Figure 4.4 is meant
to be the same area as the square and the circle to demonstrate that the constraint
(penalty) on y movement ts the situation best.
heuristic distance = 10  imagebottom lefty captiontop lefty
+ imagebottom left captiontop leftx :

(4.8)

x

The model is used in the following algorithm to match captions with gures.
The algorithm developed in this work tries to match an image with each known
caption. Captions are recognized by being bold and starting with the word Figure.
Since the XHTML le output by pdftohtml maintains page number information on
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each paragraph, the constraint that the gure and the caption must be on the same
page could be easily imposed, greatly reducing the search space from matching a
caption with any image in the whole document to matching a caption with any image
on the same page. Of course, as was alluded to earlier, the added constraint is that
the heuristic distance was within a rectangle of area 400 px2 (at 72 dpi). This means
that if the x coordinates were perfectly aligned, the top of the caption can be at
most 40 pixels below the bottom of the image, which is not so stringent that it misses
obvious matches but not too generous to match the wrong image to the caption either.
Of potential caption- gure matches that meet this threshold requirement, the match
with the minimum distance (the best match) of those being considered on the page
is selected to be the match for that caption.
Evaluation

There are 4717 paragraphs that start out with the bold text `Figure'. The
assumption is that the text wouldn't be bold unless it were a caption. And only
gure caption paragraphs start out with the word `Figure', and they are bold, which
distinguishes them from a paragraph in the body of the text starting with the text
`Figure'. 2550 of the captions are matched with raster graphic gures, which means
that about 50% of the gures are raster graphics and 50% are vector graphics. These
gures mean that the system ignores the other 50% of the gures at this point in
time, an obvious point for improvement as was mentioned previously.
4.2.2 CBDR via CBIR
User Interface

The user interface is designed to let the user click on the image or caption to
provide positive, negative, or neutral feedback. Neutral feedback is characterized by
the color yellow, positive by green, and negative by red. For the images, the bordering
region around the image changes color when clicked for visual feedback to the user
of the state of the image. For the text, the background color of its region changes.
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Figure 4.5:
The user interface with feedback ready to submit. Neutral feedback is
characterized by the color yellow, positive by green, and negative by red.

Clicking advances to the next selection in the rotation, so only a few simple clicks
are required to advance to the desired feedback rating. When the submit button
is clicked, the feedback is grouped by color and positive and negative feedback are
submitted to the system.
Currently, a random set of images from the collection is shown in order to
kick o the feedback session with the user. If image feature extraction were faster (it
currently takes several seconds), the system could let the user upload his or her own
example images to better specify their information need without compromising the
system response time requirements.
As shown in Figure 4.5, red and green backgrounds show what feedback has
been provided to the system. Figure 4.6 shows the results. It should be noted that
query images are allowed to be results, so the fact that one of the query images shows
up on the result page is expected.
Note that in Figure 4.7 that the light yellow background with the red borders is not actual output of pdftohtml normally. It has only been added to lines of
text in order to (1) show how well pdftohtml does at correctly grouping words and
paragraphs, (2) demonstrate that font size and bold/italic information are extracted
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Top results for image query formulated in Figure 4.5. The fact that other
graph images are selected demonstrates the functionality of the CBIR system on its
own before the top results are grouped by document to perform document retrieval.
Figure 4.6:

Figure 4.7: (left) Diagram of gure-caption matching. The circled 1 is the bottom-left
corner of the gure's bounding box. The circled 2 is the top-left corner of the caption's
bounding box. (right) HTML view of a document output by pdftohtml showing the
location of gures and their captions in a real example.
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and considered, and (3) show the distance between a gure's bounding box and its
caption paragraph's bounding box.
Image Similarity to an Image Query Set: Merging Parallel Queries

Most systems assume that the centroid of the query vectors (~qc below) is the
ideal query. It is speci ed in equation (4.9) for comparison to the method in this
work.
E
X
1
dist(~qc; ~xi) = ~qc  ~xi; ~qc = E ~qk ; E = # example query vectors.
p

k=1

(4.9)

As mentioned in Reference [23], such a query is not usually ideal. Instead, it
is better to issue multiple separate queries, one for each of the query vectors ~qk to
compute the distance to ~xi.
dist(f~qk ; k = 1::E g ; ~xi) =

E
X
k=1

dist(~qk ; ~xi);

(4.10)

where E is the number of example query vectors and
dist(~qk ; ~xi) =

~qk  ~xi =

p

v
u n
uX
t

j =1

~qkj  ~xij ;

where n is the feature vector length.
Then,
v
E uX
n
X
u
t
dist(f~qk ; k = 1::E g ; ~xi) =
~qkj  ~xij :
k=1

j =1

(4.11)

(4.12)

The top ranking query results, then, are those with minimum distance to the
query set as de ned in Equation (4.12).
It is important to note that by summing the distances between ~xi and ~q that the
system is essentially issuing E queries and combining them by summing the distance
returned by each pair of images (~qk ; ~xi). This means that instead of looking for the
ideal query at the average of the points ~qk , the ideal query result is considered to be the
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one where the sum of pairwise distances to each query image is the smallest. Equations
(4.11) and (4.12) di er in the placement of the nonlinear square root operator and
thus are not equivalent.
Retrieval of Documents Based on the Content of their Images

Documents may have several gures of di erent types where some are relevant
and some are not. Query expansion to include all the other images in documents
marked as relevant would add noise to the system and very likely make false relevance
assumptions about most of the query images, which would confuse the system and
yield poor results. So instead of doing relevance feedback on the document scale
and treating all the images in a document as relevant or irrelevant, the user provides
relevance feedback on an image scale and then those results determine what similarity
can be inferred on the document scale.
Since each image belongs to a document, a method to combine the distances
previously found between each image and the query image set for the set of images
that belong to a speci c document was needed. Since documents may have any
number of images, the metric must be fair to those containing only one and to those
containing several. Averaging the distances between the query image set and each
image in a document achieves this purpose. Equation (4.13) formulates this concept:
dist(f~qk ; k = 1::E g ; docd) = n1

nd
X

d i=1

dist(f~qk ; k = 1::E g ; ~xi);

(4.13)

where f~xi; i = 1::ndg are the nd images in docd.
Figure 4.8 shows the system in its CBDR form where all the images of the top
ranking documents according to Equation (4.13) are provided for the user's feedback.
The experiment design, results, and discussion for the hybrid text and image
query driven CBDR system are given in section 5.4.
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Figure 4.8:

Providing feedback to the CBDR system.
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Chapter 5

Performance and Experimental Results

Implementing relevance feedback and query by example for images and keyword search for text retrieval meant providing the entire search and retrieval framework, which has been implemented, tested, and evaluated. Details of experimental
setup and results as well as a discussion of those results follows.
5.1 User Interface

User interface design is important due to human-computer interaction issues.
If the system isn't simple to use, it will experience a lot of user resistance from those
used to keyword-based search. Initial user adoption would require the ability to use
the system in the way they're used to if they choose not to use the advanced features
(such as query by image with relevance feedback as well keyowrd-based search).
A web-based user interface was created with some of the latest javascript
libraries for functionality, ease of use, and lighter server load (especially prototype,
which is available at http://prototype.conio.net) using the Ruby on Rails framework
(http://rubyonrails.com). The user interface is carefully designed to not overload the
user with information and to let them look at the same feature of all documents for
feedback at once for ease of comparison or just one view of one document at a time.
Special javascript menus and show/hide techniques make this possible. Blowing up
images to a larger size is also done with a javascript utility called lightbox (available
on the web) so the user doesn't have to leave their relevance feedback cockpit to go to
a more detailed page or gure image view and then back. Instead, the image is just
overlayed and the background dimmed. Links to the PDF itself, the layout HTML,
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the reading order HTML, and the reference only views all open in a new tab/window
for the same purpose.
5.2 The Relationship Between Ground Truth and Retrieval Evaluation

Traditionally, the TREC collections (from the Text REtrieval Conference) are
used for comparison of retrieval systems. Text features alone (without font or layout
or structure information) can be tested and veri ed with the TREC collections. The
TREC collections were created for the purpose of consistency of dataset among di erent research groups so that system comparisons vary only on system design not input
dataset. TREC collections provide the queries to run, the answers to those queries,
and the documents themselves. The system developed in this thesis work cannot be
tested using the TREC collections since the TREC collections have already discarded
document layout, structure, and formatting information, which this work requires.
The most tedious part of evaluating the retrieval system developed in this
work is establishing ground truth. Since the goal is to evaluate document retrieval
based on image retrieval, the standard ground truth benchmark data sets like the
Corel data set (the equivalent of TREC in the image domain) often used for CBIR
ground truth wouldn't work. The Corel images are not representative of the type
of images that will be used in the real system. The majority of graphics in medical
journals are grayscale, whereas the Corel images are mainly color. The Corel images
are largely natural images (sunsets, tigers, etc.) whereas gures in documents are
often diagrams, ow charts, graphs, microscope images, X-rays, or pictures of surgical
procedures, etc. One option for ground truth determination is to use an automated
clustering or classi cation algorithm's output as ground truth. Simply running a
clustering algorithm to classify images without any human interaction isn't sucient
because then the ground truth data is awed in the same way the CBIR system
is awed, by the semantic gap, which is the di erence between human high-level
(object) perception in images and the computer's low-level image feature perception
of the image.
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Performing the evaluation manually by examining each of the retrieved documents for relevance has the downside of only being able to perform a limited number
of queries on which to manually decide the relevance of each result and from there
compute precision values for each document based on whether its images are truly
relevant to the query. If ground truth were available, an automated evaluation suite
would be possible into which random image(s) from one category are fed as query
examples. Images in documents in the result set could automatically be classi ed as
relevant or irrelevant based on whether they belong to the same prede ned category
as the query example images.
If ground truth were to be determined, some decisions have to be made: (1)
whether to assign each document to one or more than one category; (2) when categorizing documents, whether to follow fuzzy set theory and assign a set belonging
factor between 0 and 1 or whether to assign a binary weight of 0 or 1.
For automated testing purposes, rst manual categorization of documents
would need to take place. Weighted categorization could also be used where a document can belong to multiple categories with di erent weights, which is the way fuzzy
set membership is in real life, since one document does not belong to a only one
category or even only to one eld. Research in di erent domains is often related, and
capturing that fact is important. Ground truth data has built-in human intelligence
in the form of weighted category belonging, thus facilitating evaluation of retrieval
e ectiveness in an automated fashion since it can answer the question of whether a
result document is relevant to the query and, if so, to what extent.
Non-automated evaluation, though, has the upside of becoming like the user,
who doesn't see the results as either a 1 or a 0 (relevant or irrelevant), but instead
in gradations. Plus, the user can see how images in documents in the result set can
belong to several categories, not just one.
Due to the huge amount of time it would take to manually categorize over
1900 documents (even just doing binary single category assignment), non-automated
evaluation was chosen. This means that ground truth data was not collected since it
was estimated that it would take more time and e ort than non-automated evaluation.
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Evaluation involved manually making relevance judgments on the results of each
query. This method was decided upon since it would probably involve less manual
e ort and since it would be a realistic and accurate evaluation of how a real user
would perceive the system's performance. The realization now, however, is that the
desire to conduct additional experiments is hampered by the tediousness of manually
evaluating the results.
5.3 CBDR Based on Images with Captions, Judged by Image Relevance
5.3.1 Dataset

Over 1900 PDF documents were downloaded from over 20 di erent journals
on PubMed. Only about 700 of those documents have captions with matching gures, which are the only documents that make sense in this particular study. These
700 documents had approximately 2500 captions with matching gures, which is a
decently large image collection size.
5.3.2 Experiment Design

A document was considered relevant in this experiment if at least one of its
images is judged as similar to one of the query images by a human user. It is important
to note that this does not necessarily mean that the \relevant" result document is of
the same topic as the document from which the query images are from. A separate
evaluation that used document subject relevance criteria instead of just document
image relevance is described in section 5.4.
5.3.3 Results

Instead of manually categorizing 2550 images, the result set of size 20 for each
of 8 representative query images was evaluated. The 8 query images were selected
from the query results of a text search on the subject. They were chosen such that
the image was representative of the prede ned medical category. Since data on the
number of relevant images for each query with respect to the whole data set wass not
available, recall could not be computed. As a result, the customary precision-recall
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graphs could not be created. Therefore, we show a graph of the precision after each
of the 20 retrieved images, averaged from the 8 queries, in Figure 5.1.
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Average precision across all queries for the CBDR system based on
CBIR of all embedded raster graphics with captions. Relevance judgment is performed
manually based on whether at least one image in the result document is of the same
image type.

Figure 5.1:

A precision of 20% to 50% is actually quite good given the semantic gap
between the object recognition capabilities of the human visual system and the computer's judgment based on low-level global image features. The bottom line is that
the precision results demonstrate that the content of images (represented as feature
vectors) has a good enough amount of discriminatory power to be worthwhile as
a contributing factor to the overall document ranking (along with the rest of the
document's text) in CBDR and shouldn't be left out.
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5.4 CBDR Based on CBIR of Embedded Images and Standard tf-idf
5.4.1 Putting Text-based and Image-based Search Together

A retrieval system that can handle a query consisting of both text and images
has to deal with the issue of how to merge the text-based and image-based document
search results into one nal document result list. The initial plan for merging the text
and image search results was to alternate between the top text and the top image
search results using a ratio of 2:1 or 3:1 (number of text results per number of image
results) to form the nal result set. These ratios would be good initial values for
experimentation since the text has more discriminatory power than do the images.
The text has much less ambiguity than do the images, so the text should be given a
higher weight.
Before deciding exactly how to combine the text-based and image-based search
results together for content-based document retrieval, the text-based retrieval and
image-based retrieval portions were performed individually and their top document
results ranked individually. Standard tf-idf text search was used since the modi ed
tf-idf text indexing was not yet complete. It didn't really matter whether standard
tf-idf or modi ed tf-idf text weights were used since the comparison would be between
the combined precision for the text-based and image-based search and the text-only
search.
CBIR-driven CBDR returns Euclidean distance values that are used for ranking while the text retrieval portions use the cosine similarity between the query and a
document for ranking. Smaller values are best for Euclidean distance whereas larger
values are best for cosine similarity. Merging these into one metric for ranking involves mapping the two values so that they are both on the same scale (including
direction) and properly weighted. The question of how to combine the Eucldiean
distance values (on ([0; 1), where 0 is best and 1 is worst) and the cosine similarity
values (on [0; 1) where 0 is worst and 1 is best) is solved by ipping the [0; 1] range
about its midpoint so that it maps to [1; 0]. Speci cally, the expression that merges
the Euclidean distance (y) and the cosine similarity (x) into a nal ranking value is
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(1 x)  y, where a value of zero represents an exact match and increasing values are
more and more dissimilar from the query.
A multiplication of the two ranked values is not always desired. Often results
are best combined where an alpha value is used to weight the two contributors differently. An additive, linearly-interpolated nal value would require both beginning
ranges to be identical and nite. Since the maximum Euclidean distance is only in nite in theory, the actual maximum value for all distances could be used to normalize
the range to [0; 1] as well. The nal ranking value would then be (1 x)+(1 )  y0,
where y0 is the Euclidean distance value on the new normalized range.
5.4.2 Experiment Design

Content-based document retrieval was performed based on only the image part
of the query and evaluation was performed manually to see if the resulting documents
pertained to the same topic as the query images. Precision was between 7 and 9%,
which is quite low.
The CBIR-driven CBDR system was run and evaluated by sending in one or
more images from documents on a certain topic. Relevance of retrieved documents
was judged based on whether they belonged to the same subject category that the
images sent in as queries belonged to.
5.4.3 Results

Figure 5.2 shows a graph of the precision after each successive retrieved document starting at the top of the hit list (#1) down to #20. Precision values between
7 and 9% are quite low. This is the point where it was discovered that there was
a gap between the content of the image and the subject of the document in which
the image was embedded. The major nding is that the content of the image is a
very poor discriminator of the subject of the document. In other words, the image
is very ambiguous as to what topic it could be about. A tissue sample image from a
microscope or a graph of results can each nd similar images on a CBIR level quite
well, but they cannot necessarily be expected to be used to retrieve documents on a
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particular subject, just documents having to do with any kind of tissue or any kind
of results in a graph. This image-document gap is a very dicult problem to solve.
Words carry subject meaning, but image features do not.
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Results of the CBDR system based on CBIR of all embedded raster
graphics, both those with and those without captions. Relevance judgement is based
on the result documents being of the same subject as were the query images, not just
the same type of image.
Figure 5.2:

One important contribution to the research community that this work o ers
is an explanation of why image queries do not work very well to retrieve documents
on any particular subject. While researchers always hope for ways to make things
better, it is also of worth to understand what avenues have road blocks (until certain
problems are solved) so as not to do the same thing over again.
No matter how the document results from text-based search are integrated
with those from image-based search, since the image-based document search results
have such low precision, the image search results will only drag down the precision
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of the combined results. With future work to help solve the image-document gap,
hopefully a hybrid text-based and image-based search engine will become possible.
After discovering this roadblock, the research decided to explore the e ect of
using the modi ed tf-idf term weight as opposed to the standard tf-idf weight and to
compare the results. The next section describes the experiment and its ndings.
5.5 Modi ed vs. Standard tf-idf Experimental Results
5.5.1 Experiment Design

After nding the weakness in searching documents for a certain topic given
an image of a generic type (like a bar graph or and X-ray for example), the research
next proceeded to address the question of whether the modi ed tf-idf based text
retrieval engine outperformed the standard tf-idf based text retrieval engine. Both
query engines were fed the same keyword queries. If the query consisted of more
than one word, the words were separated by a semicolon. The system retrieved the
top 20 documents with respect to the query. The results were assessed manually for
relevance and recorded in a spreadsheet. 32 queries were processed and evaluated.
5.5.2 Results

The queries were averaged at each rank between 1..20 to see the distribution
as to whether more relevant documents appeared higher in the ranking or lower.
Figure 5.3 shows a graph of the average precision across all 32 queries by rank, where
rank 1 is the document at the top of the list. The graph shows two desirable traits.
First, more of the relevant documents appear at the top of the ranked list than at the
bottom, which is shown by the falling curve. Second, the precision values are quite
good. Even after 20 documents, the precision is still around 50%.
Figure 5.4 shows the graph of average precision for the 32 queries by rank
as well but for the queries processed using the modi ed tf-idf weights instead of the
standard tf-idf weighting scheme.
In comparison to the graph of the standard tf-idf system results in Figure 5.3,
the modi ed tf-idf graph in Figure 5.4 starts at a lower average precision and then
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Figure 5.3:

Precision vs. rank for standard tf-idf based text retrieval.

Figure 5.4:

Precision vs. rank for modi ed tf-idf based text retrieval.

increases. The modi ed tf-idf precision after 20 retrieved documents is slightly higher
(0.47 vs. 0.46). Overall, the modi ed tf-idf system retrieved 298 relevant documents
from all the queries while the standard tf-idf system retrieved 293.
The improvement of the modi ed tf-idf system over the standard tf-idf system
is quite minor. One possible reason is that terms in the larger, bold text do not
need to be upweighted because they also occur frequently as well. Of interest is
that fact that around half of the top 20 document results for modi ed tf-idf were
di erent documents than those returned by the standard tf-idf weight based system.
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This means that the two systems retrieve di erent documents related to a subject
but that their quality (as far as precision) is similar. A quick script was written to
extract the document numbers of relevant documents for both the standard and the
modi ed tf-idf search results and to compare which documents were returned for both
queries and which were not. The purpose was to save time in the manual evaluation
by using the cached information of whether or not a document was relevant to the
same query during the standard tf-idf evaluation so as to not repeat evaluation of the
relevance of the same documents for the same query.
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Chapter 6

Contributions, Conclusions, and Discussion of Future Work

This work has explored the viability of some interesting and cutting-edge ideas
in the realm of hybrid image retrieval by both text and images and has arrived at
some interesting and unexpected ndings. Clearly, it is by no means a nished system.
There is still room for further exploration and improvement on the way to making a
better literature review hybrid (text and image) information retrieval system. Areas
for improvement and interesting directions for future research are explored in section
6.3. While previous publications [38, 40] and a proposal written to the National
Institute of Health (NIH) have focused on using the literature review system developed
in this thesis work speci cally for medical journals, it can be applied to the scholarly
journal archive for any research area.
6.1 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis research work are:
1. development of an algorithm to (a) detect columns in two-column
medical journal articles and (b) recover the PDF formatted text in
re- owable reading order (needed for citation analysis, advanced text
indexing and weighting, and handheld devices);
2. investigation of the information that formatting, layout, and structure provide, (b) identi cation of how structure can be inferred given
the text formatting, and (c) coding of routines to form a hierarchical
XML document representing document structure given text formatting information;
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3. inventing a new mathematical model for text-weighting called modi ed tf-idf that includes extra formatting/font information in PDFs
that represents text structure and importance and (b) comparing it
to tf-idf-based text retrieval experimentally;
4. evaluating the e ectiveness of quering a document collection using
its images to retrieve documents (a) with similar images and (b) on
the same topic (as well as explaining the challenges of (b) compared
to (a)); and
5. designing, developing, implementing, and evaluating the performance
of an information retrieval system that combines formatted text (implying structure information) with embedded images in the PDF with
the goal of improved retrieval performance and faster, less tedious literature review.
6.2 Conclusions

This work has explored several ideas to improve literature review search as
detailed previously in section 6.1. It has explored and successfully found ways to
extract information from the proprietary PDF format. It has implemented document
understanding algorithms in order to (a) make sense out of the layout PDF information and (b) turn layout PDF into a structured, formatted, re- owed, reading-order
XML document, which is a research area in and of itself. It has demonstrated how to
link gures with their captions and explained the value thereof. It has also demonstrated the ability of the CBIR system developed to successfully retrieve similar types
of images to the query image. It has explained why images are ambiguous as far as
what subject they refer to, causing embedded images to be ine ective in increasing
retrieval precision. It has evaluated the modi ed tf-idf metric and found that font
size and bold/italic information do not signi cantly increase the precision of retrieval,
meaning that the drastically simpler tf-idf text weighting scheme can be used instead.
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The question of which distance function was most appropriate for contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) was examined. The Euclidean distance function was
found to not only provide higher precision with only one example image than the
matrix distance function did with 2 to 12 example images but also to be signi cantly
faster. Another experiment compared the results of a system based on standard
term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency (tf-idf) term weights to those from a system based on modi ed tf-idf term weights (which takes into account the font size
and bold/italic information). The modi ed tf-idf system performed only marginally
worse, suggesting two avenues to pursue: use the simpler tf-idf metric or improve the
text weighting scheme to better take into account the structural and relative text
importance information from layout and formatting. Next, experimental results from
a standard tf-idf system and those from a hybrid text and image document retrieval
system were also compared. Due to the ambiguity of the subject of an image, for example when the image is a graph or a cell tissue photo from a microscope, image-based
query of the document collection could successfuly return similar types of images to
those presented in the query, but could not retrieve documents of the same subject
expressed by the user's query images. Since precision of document retrieval based
on image queries alone were between 7% and 9%, combining these results with results would only lower the overall precision. A methodology for combining separate
text-based ranking values with image-based ranking values, both on di erent ranges
and with di erent polarities, to form a hybrid ranking value for a combined text and
image search engine is proposed.
This thesis will now explain the problems that still need to be solved in order
to create a promising prototype of a hybrid text-and-image-query-powered literature
review information retrieval system.
6.3 Future Work

In this work, only raster images that pd mages extracted are matched to the
page images. Vector graphics and tables are ignored at the time of this writing.
As discussed in the paper, a future direction may be to isolate the gures in the
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background page image by using the white space to identify probable table/ gure
locations.
In order to more quickly test di erent variations of text retrieval systems
using extra text information than just plain text as well as hybrid image and text
retrieval system ideas, it would be best to spend the time performing ground truth
determination up front in order to allow for automated retrieval methodologies. This
would facilitate quick prototyping steps in order to decide whether to pursue ideas
further, allowing researchers to not spend a lot of time on experiments only to nd
out weeks or months later that the idea wouldn't work.
The interesting questions regarding CBDR are:
1. Is there a better way to gather ground truth data than manually
clustering document images or text for ground truth determination?
The most logical idea would be to allow a user to give feedback
to an automated clustering algorithm until it provides a nal set
of satisfactory results. That way there is a human in the loop to
verify that ground truth is really a gold standard, not just from an
automated run of the same algorithm that will be tested against
awed ground truth, which would prove to be a useless experiment.
2. Text-based search may provide a completely di erent result set than
would image content search. Should CBIR results and text-based
results be presented in two separate lists or combined and reranked?
If they are to be combined, how?
(a) One idea introduced previously is to use an alpha parameter to
decide what proportion of the result set comes from the image
results and what proportion of the result set comes from the
text results. Of course the documents that are in both result
sets should be ranked highest in the nal ranking and there
should not be duplicates in the nal result set.
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(b) If we pursue an alpha parameter to decide what percentage of
the results come from either of the two ranked document sets,
what is the best value for alpha for combining text and image
retrieval? Empirical determination of the value for alpha could
only be determined through several manual evaluation steps.
Automated evaluation would be much preferred in this case but
would require quite a bit of up front work.
The following are some interesting next steps for this research:
1. Autocrop images on background page in order to be able to use all of
the gure images (including those composed of vector graphics) and
not have distributed block images.
2. Autodetect document title and abstract sections and show them as
part of the document views. This is not as simple as it may seem.
The title is not necessarily the text with the largest font size (the
journal name may be bigger). It is not consistently placed for all
medical journals. It is usually centered, but it could be on the right
column or left column.
3. Citation analysis. Citation analysis is akin to link analysis (the relationship between web pages based on their links), which is the key
to Google's success. Professional journal articles cite previous work
which gives an idea to both the broad category of ideas being addressed as well as the speci c research area. By starting from the
PDF, the formatting information is preserved, making it easier to
detect some portions of the citation such as the italicized journal
name for example.
4. Incorporate more information from document structure analysis into
ranking and weighting. Use a tree structure where the top includes
the title and journal name, branches are sections and subsections, and
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paragraph body text are the leaves. Text from recognized sections
like title, abstract, methods, results, and conclusion could be given
di erent weights.
5. Detect what the general subject of the article is as well as what its
novel contributions are. Reference [41] was successful in using entropy to nd which ideas in an article were novel and which were
not by using the UMLS Meththesaurus to create a semantic network
comparing the ideas expressed in the article itself but not in the text
of the articles it cited. The ideas not referenced in previous work described the novel ideas that article contributed. The common words
described what it called the \central theme". The \novel ideas" were
those that were di erent from the concepts discussed in the articles
the article cited. Knowing the subject of the article helps to put it
into context as well as to cluster it or categorize it in an automated
fashion.
6. Determine which elements to ask for feedback on based on which ones
will maximize the information gain (using entropy) for that feedback
iteration. If entropy methods are not used to determine which images or documents to ask the user for feedback on, information gain
may not be maximized at each feedback iteration, causing literature
review to take much longer than it otherwise could. One drawback
to using entropy methods is related to human-computer interaction
and psychology more than information retrieval. It is that the image
provided for feedback may be unrelated to what the user is looking
for. Users are used to modifying the query themselves in response
to the system always providing its best results, not asking the user
to help it help the user converge on the most relevant results. This
leads the user to believe that the system doesn't understand what
they are looking for. Most users don't understand entropy or the
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amount of information the system can gain from it rather than asking for feedback on the top 10 most relevant images. A two-column
result display could be used to solve this issue: one for the results the
users are accustomed to and another for the documents for feedback
(those that will help the most to narrow down the search results).
With enough future e ort dedicated to the issues found in this thesis work,
the important problem of streamlining the literature review process can be addressed
and solved.
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